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ABSTRACT
Cone-beam computed tomography (CT) is an emerging imaging technology, as it provides
all projections needed for three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction in a single spin of the Xray source-detector pair. This facilitates fast, low-dose data acquisition as required for
imaging fast moving objects, such as the heart, and intra-operative CT applications. Current
cone-beam reconstruction algorithms mainly employ the Filtered-Backprojection (FBP)
approach. In this dissertation, a different class of reconstruction algorithms is studied: the
algebraic reconstruction methods. Algebraic reconstruction starts from an initial guess for
the reconstructed object and then performs a sequence of iterative grid projections and correction backprojections until the reconstruction has converged. Algebraic methods have
many advantages over FBP, such as better noise tolerance and better handling of sparse and
non-uniformly distributed projection datasets. So far, the main repellant for using algebraic
methods in routine clinical situations was their slow speed. Apart from providing solutions
for this pressing problem, we will also apply, for the first time, algebraic methods in the
context of general low-contrast cone-beam tomography. This new context poses several
challenges, both for reconstruction quality and speed.
To eliminate the strong aliasing effects that occur when standard algebraic methods are
applied for cone angles exceeding 20˚, we introduce the new concept of depth-adaptive
basis function kernels. Then, a comprehensive study is conducted on how various parameters, such as grid initialization, relaxation coefficient, number of iterations, and correction
method (ART or SART) influence cone-beam reconstruction quality and speed. Finally, a
new algorithm, the Weighted Distance Scheme, is proposed that optimally arranges the
order in which the grid projections are performed., which reduces the number of iterations
and promotes reconstruction quality. We find that three iterations are sufficient to obtain
good reconstruction quality in the general case. A cost function is then developed that
relates the computational effort of FBP with that of algebraic methods. In an attempt to
match the cost of algebraic methods and FBP, a new accurate and efficient projection algorithm is proposed that reaches its goal by caching projection computations for reuse in the
subsequent backprojection. Finally, we propose a new hardware-accelerated scheme for
algebraic methods that utilizes readily available off-the-shelf graphics hardware and
enables a reconstruction to be performed in less than 2 minutes at good quality.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
There is no doubt that G.N. Hounsfield’s invention of the Computed Tomography (CT)
scanner in 1972 has revolutionized diagnostic medicine. This invention has not only gained
Hounsfield the honors of British Knighthood and the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1979, but
has also brought millions of dollars to the manufacturing company EMI, Ltd. and to others
that have licensed the patent. But most importantly, it has, for the first time, made it possible to visually inspect a person’s inside anatomy without the need for invasive surgery.
Hounsfield’s invention showed that it was principally feasible, based on a very large number of measurements, to reconstruct a cross-sectional slice of a patient with fairly high
accuracy. In the following years, the image quality of the slices improved drastically. Two
main reconstruction techniques emerged, which still exist up to this day: On one side there
is the domain of direct methods that capitalize on the Fourier Slice Theorem [4], while on
the other side lies the domain of iterative methods that seek to solve the reconstruction
problem by solving a system of simultaneous linear equations. The most prominent member of the former group is the Filtered Backprojection (FBP) algorithm [5][50]. Here, the
reconstruction is achieved by filtering the projection images with a ramp filter in frequency
space, and then backprojecting the filtered projections onto a reconstruction grid. The first
and still most prevalent representative of the iterative methods is the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART), attributed to Gordon et. al. [17]. Here, an object is reconstructed on
a discrete grid by a sequence of alternating grid projections and correction backprojections.
The projection measures how close the current state of the reconstructed object matches
one of the scanner projections, while in the backprojection step a corrective factor is distributed back onto the grid. Many such projection/backprojection operations are typically
needed to make the reconstructed object fit all projections in the acquired set, within a certain tolerance margin.
While two-dimensional (2D) slice-based CT has been in clinical use for many years, the
current trend is now to three-dimensional (3D) or volumetric CT, in which projection
acquisition is directly geared towards a 3D reconstruction of the object. This is in contrast
to 3D representations obtained with standard slice-based CT, in which a number of sepa1

rately acquired, thin axial slices are simply stacked on top of one another.
One of the remaining great challenges in CT (and also other imaging modalities, like Magnetic Spin Resonance (MRI)) is the 3D reconstruction of moving objects, such as the beating heart, along with the coronary vessels and valves, and the lungs. Although these organs
move in a cyclic fashion, they do so in slightly varying trajectories. Respiratory motion of
the patient also contributes to this spatial variation. By gating image acquisition with a
physiological signal, such as the ECG, one can tag the acquired images and associate them
with a particular time instance within the organ’s cycle. In this way, images of equal time
instances can be collected into a set and used for the 3D reconstruction of the object at that
particular time frame. One can so generate animated, four-dimensional (4D) reconstructions of the object, with the fourth dimension being time. However, the irregularity of the
cycle trajectory causes inconsistencies within the images of a time set, since these images
have not really been acquired at the same time instance, but only at equivalent time
instances, a few cycles apart. This registration error will manifest itself in the reconstructions as blurring and streaking.
The ultimate device to conduct this kind of dynamic imaging is the Dynamic Spatial
Reconstructor (DSR), built as early as 1983 at the Mayo Clinic by Richard Robb [53][54]
(shown in Figure 1.1). Here, 14 rotating 2D cameras with 240 scan lines each receive photons of 14 opposing X-ray point sources at a frequency of 1/60 seconds. Thus, if a reconstruction algorithm requires, say 42 images, for faithful reconstruction, and the imaged
organ does not move much within this window of 4/60 seconds, then we can reconstruct
this organ without the multi-cycle motion artifacts mentioned above, at a temporal resolution of 4/60 seconds. There are, however, a few problems with the DSR: First, the scanner
is very expensive, due to the replicated X-ray tubes and detectors, the heavy machinery
required to rotate the gantry, and the electronics required to control image acquisition. Second, the gantry rotates only 1.5˚ per 1/60 sec, which means that the images per time window
are not uniformly distributed in orientation angle. Hence, gated imaging is still necessary,
although over a much reduced number of heart cycles.

FIGURE 1.1: Dynamic Spatial Reconstructor (DSR) built in 1983 at Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
MN. (Image was obtained from http://everest.radiology.uiowa.edu/gallery/dsr.html).
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At the time the DSR was developed, 3D reconstruction was still in its infancy and no true
3D reconstruction algorithm was available. In need of pioneering results, the DSR was
forced to employ a standard 2D reconstruction algorithm, originally designed to reconstruct
cross-sectional slices from fan-beam projection data. In an approach termed the stack-offans method, the DSR simply treated each axial row of projection data as coming from a
rotating virtual 2D fan-beam source, located in the same plane. This approximation yielded
reasonable results, which was not surprising since the source-detector distance (i.e., the
gantry diameter) was quite large, reducing the subtended angle of the X-ray cone to a mere
4˚. Hence, the fans in the stack-of-fans were nearly parallel. A modern 3D scanner, however, would employ much larger cone angles for the following reasons:
• smaller scanner design,
• to increase the utilization of the radially emitted X-rays,
• better magnification,
• to expand the reach in the axial direction, and
• to accommodate larger detector arrays.
As a matter of fact, micro-tomography (e.g., used to investigate the progress of osteoporosis in trabecular bone) uses cone-angles of up to 60˚. It should also be noted at this point
that the DSR has never been duplicated, and rumor has it that it is currently being dismantled for scrap.
If dynamic imaging is to be performed in a widespread clinical setting, it is probably more
economical to resort to imaging equipment that is readily available at hospitals, such as a
biplane C-arm X-ray scanner [11] (shown in Figure 1.2) or a standard CT-gantry with an
added 2D camera [47][48][60] (similar to the DSR, just with one camera instead of 14).
While the latter still requires modification of standard hospital equipment, however, at a
smaller cost than the DSR, the former is available ready-to-go in great abundance.
Just to illustrate the efficacy of the former solution, let me give an example: The gantry of
a standard biplane C-arm scanner rotates at maximal speeds of 10˚/s around the patient and
acquires images at 30 frames/s per camera. With the biplane setup, we only need a little
more than one quarter spin to cover the necessary angular range of about 220˚. Thus, with
an acquisition time of 11s, we obtain 660 images (with the two cameras). If we were to
image a patients heart, perfused with contrast dye, we would cover 11 patient heart beats
(assuming the heart rate is the standard 1bps) with this amount of image data. If we then
divided a heart beat into 15 time slots (like the DSR), we would have 44 images per time
slot, fairly uniformly distributed over the semi-circle. Although workable, this is not overly
generous, and we would need a reconstruction algorithm that can deal with this reduced
amount of projection data.
Finally, yet another possible application of CT that has come into the spotlight is intra-operative CT. Here, a patient undergoing a critical surgical procedure, such as a cerebral tumor
ablation or a soft biopsy, is repeatedly imaged to verify the current status of the surgery. In
contrast to intra-operative MRI, intra-operative CT does not require special non-magnetic
instruments or electro-magnetic shielding. It is also much faster in the image generation
3

FIGURE 1.2: Biplane C-arm X-ray scanner.

process (and less expensive). However, it does object patient and personnel to radiation.
Hence, it is crucial to choose both a CT modality and a reconstruction algorithm that minimize the number of acquired images and the amount of radiation dose that is needed to
generate them.
This dissertation seeks to advance the field with these apparent challenges in mind. A preliminary goal can be stated as follows:
Devise a reconstruction framework that can faithfully and efficiently
reconstruct a general volumetric object given a minimal number of
projections images acquired in an efficient manner.
In order to zero in on this preliminary goal, two main decisions had to be made:
• how are the object projections obtained, and
• what fundamental technique is used to reconstruct the object from these projections.
In both categories there are several alternatives to choose from. The next section will
expand on these alternatives and justify my choice — cone-beam acquisition with algebraic
reconstruction. Then, in the following section, I will present the scientific contributions of
this dissertation.

1.1 Methods for CT Data Acquisition and Reconstruction
This section discusses the currently available CT-based volumetric data acquisition methods and will also expand on the two main suites of reconstruction algorithms, i.e., FBP and
the algebraic techniques. The discussion concludes with the most favorable acquisition
method and reconstruction technique to fulfill the preliminary goal stated above. First, I
will enumerate the currently available volumetric CT imaging modalities.

1.1.1 Volumetric CT data acquisition techniques
For many years, the standard method of acquiring a volumetric CT scan has been by scan4

ning a patient one slice at a time. In this method, a linear detector array and a X-ray point
source are mounted across from each other. A fan-shaped X-ray beam (such as the one
shown in Figure 1.3a) traverses the patient, and the attenuated fan is stored as a 1D linear
image. By spinning the source/detector pair around the patient, a series of linear images is
obtained which are subsequently used for 2D slice reconstruction. A volumetric representation is obtained by advancing the table on which the patient rests after every spin, acquiring a stack of such slices. The problem with this approach is three-fold:
• Projection data covering patient regions between the thin slice sections is not available, which can be a problem if a tumor is located right between two slices.
• The stop-and-go table movement may cause patient displacement between subsequent
slice-scans, leading to slice-misalignment in the volume.
• A volumetric scan usually takes a long time, much longer than a single breath hold,
due to the setup time prior to each slice acquisition. This introduces respiratory motion
artifacts into the data, another source for data inconsistency.
The first two shortcomings have been eliminated with the recent introduction of the spiral
(or helical) CT scanning devices (see Figure 1.3a). Again, one works with a linear detector
array, but this time the patient table is translated continuously during the scan. Special
reconstruction algorithms have been designed to produce a volumetric reconstruction based
on the spiral projection data [9][27]. Although spiral CT is clearly a tremendous progress
for volumetric CT, some problems still remain:
• Respiratory patient motion may still cause inconsistencies in the data set. Although the
volumetric scans are obtained 5 to 8 times faster than with slice-based CT, they may
still take longer than a patient’s breath hold.
• The emitted X-rays that fan out in a cone-shape are still under-utilized, since there is
only one (or, in the more recent models, a few) linear detector array(s) that receive
them. Those rays that are not used for image formation and just die out in the periphery unnecessarily contribute to the patient dose.
• 1D image data coming from the same gantry orientation, but from a different coil of
the helix, are not temporally related. This makes it difficult to set up a protocol for
gated imaging of moving physiological structures.
The final method leads us back to the old DSR, or better, its predecessor, the SSDSR (Single Source DSR), which adhered to the cone-beam imaging paradigm (shown in Figure
1.3). In cone-beam CT, a whole 3D dataset is acquired within only one spin around the
patient. This provides for fast acquisition and better X-ray utilization, as this time a complete 2D detector array receives the cone-shaped flux of rays. The circumstance that all
image data in a 2D image now originate from the same time instance enables easy gated
imaging, and also provides an opportunity to use image-based methods for 3D reconstruction.
Clearly, cone-beam CT had the most prospects of meeting the set preliminary goal.
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(b)

(a)

FIGURE 1.3: Volumetric scanning geometries. (a) Spiral (helical) scan: the source and a 1D
detector array are mounted opposite to each other and rotate in a spiral fashion many times
around the patient. (b) Cone-beam scan: the source and a 2D detector array are mounted opposite to each other and rotate around the patient once.

1.1.2 Methods to reconstruct an object from its projections
In this section, I will discuss both FBP and algebraic methods in terms of their accuracy
and computational cost. I will also give a brief description of both methods.
1.1.2.1 Brief description and cost of algebraic methods
A short description of the workings of algebraic methods has already been given in the
beginning of this introduction. There, I mentioned that in algebraic methods an object is
reconstructed by a sequence of alternating grid projections and correction backprojections.
These projections and backprojections are executed for all M images in the acquired set,
and possibly for many iterations I. Hence, the complexity of algebraic methods is mainly
defined by the effort needed for grid projection and backprojection, multiplied by the number of iterations. Since the effort for projection and backprojection is similar, we can write
the cost of algebraic methods as:
Cost ( Algebraic ) = 2 ⋅ I ⋅ M ⋅ Cost ( Projection )
(1.1)
= 2 ⋅ a Alg ⋅ I ⋅ M ⋅ Cost ( Projection )
We will see the reasoning behind the second form of this equation later. For now, consider
aAlg=1.
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1.1.2.2 Description and cost of Filtered Backprojection
The Filtered Backprojection approach is a direct method and capitalizes on the Fourier
Slice Theorem [4] and the Radon transform [30] (see Figure 1.4). The Radon transform of
a 2D function f(x,y) is the line integral
gθ ( s) =

∫ ∫ f ( x, y ) δ ( x cos θ + y sin θ – s ) dx dy

(1.2)

Thus a value at location s in a projection image gθ(s) is given by integrating the object along
a line perpendicular to the image plane oriented at angle θ. The Fourier Slice Theorem then
states that the Fourier Transform (FT) of this projection image gθ(s) is a line Gθ(ρ) in the
frequency domain, oriented at angle θ and passing through the origin.

y

s

v

F(u,v)

f(x,y
x

Gθ(ρ)

s
u
gϕ(s)

θ
(b) Frequency domain

(a) Spatial domain
FIGURE 1.4: Fourier Slice Theorem and Radon transform

Obtaining a number of projections at uniformly spaced orientations and Fourier transforming them yields a polar grid of slices in the frequency domain (shown as the dashed lines
in Figure 1.4b). However, we cannot simply interpolate this polar grid into a cartesian grid
and then perform an inverse Fourier transform to reconstruct the object, as is explained as
follows. The 2D inverse FT (IFT) f(x,y) of a signal F(u,v) is given by:

∫ ∫ F ( u, v ) exp [ i2π ( ux + vy) ] du dv

f ( x, y ) =

2π

=

∫ dθ ∫ F ( ρ, θ ) exp [ i2πρ ( x cos θ + y sin θ ) ] ρ dρ
0
2π

=

∞

0
∞

∫ dθ ∫ G ( ρ, θ ) exp [ i2πρ ( x cos θ + y sin θ ) ]
0

–∞
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ρ dρ

(1.3)

The first representation is the cartesian form, the second and third is the polar form. The
last from of the equation states that an object given by f(x,y) can be reconstructed by scaling
the polar slices Gθ(ρ) by |ρ|, performing a 1D IFT on them (inner integral), and finally
backprojecting (=”smearing”) them onto the grid (outer integral). Thus we need 2 1D FT’s,
the multiplications with |ρ|, and the backprojection step. Alternatively, one can convolve
the gθ(R) by the IFT of |ρ| and backproject that onto the grid. Note, that the IFT of |ρ| does
not exist, but approximations (using large sinc-type filters) usually suffice. The former
method is referred to as Filtered Backprojection (FBP), the latter as Convolution Backprojection (CBP).
So far, the discussion was restricted to the 2D parallel beam case. However, as was mentioned in the previous section, modern slice-based CT scanners use the fan-beam approach,
in which a point source with opposing 1D detector array are both mounted onto a rotating
gantry. The (still experimental) cone-beam scanners extend the 1D linear detector array to
a 2D detector matrix.
The good news is that the FBP and CBP algorithms can still be used, but with certain alterations, and, in the case of cone-beam, with certain restrictions. The diverging-beam case
can be converted into the parallel-beam case by transforming the projection data as follows
(see Figure 1.5).

s’

gθ(s’)

y
central ray

x

θ

d’

d

FIGURE 1.5: Fan-beam geometric arrangement

First, one must move gϕ(s) to the origin, scaling the projection coordinates by s=s’(d/d’).
Then, we must adjust the projection values for the path length difference due to the diverg 2 2
ing beams by multiplying each by the term d ⁄  d + s  . In the case of cone-beam, we
just need to consider the t coordinate as well. After the data adjustment is performed, we
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filter by |ρ| as usual. Due to the diverging beam geometry, the backprojection is not simply
a smearing action, but must be performed as a weighted backprojection. In the following
discussion, consider the 3D cone-beam case which is the most general. Even though backprojection is done in a cartesian coordinate system, our data are still in a projective coordinate system, spanned by the image coordinates s, t and the ray coordinate r, given by the
projected length of the ray onto the central ray, normalized by d. The mapping of this projective coordinate system (s,t,r) to (x,y,z) is (rs,rt,r). This gives rise to the volumetric differential dx·dy·dz=r2ds·dt·dr. Thus, when backprojecting the projective data onto the
cartesian grid, we must weight the contribution by 1/r2. The weighted backprojection integral is then written as:
π

(1.4)

1
( s, t, θ ) dθ
f ( x, y, z ) = ∫ ----g
2
0r

In the fan-beam case, given a sufficient number of projection images (see below), an object
can be reconstructed with good accuracy. The cone-beam case is, however, more difficult.
Here, certain criteria with respect to the orbit of the source detector pair have to be
observed. A fundamental rule for faithful cone-beam reconstruction was formulated by Tuy
and can be stated as follows:
Tuy’s Data Sufficiency Condition: For every plane that intersects the object, there
must exist at least one cone-beam source point [64].
If this condition is not warranted, certain parts of the object will be suppressed or appear
faded or blurred. Rizo et.al. give a good explanation for this behavior [52]. Tuy’s condition
is clearly not satisfied by a single circular-orbit data acquisition (shown in Figure 1.6a). A
possible remedy to this problem is to use two orthogonal circular orbits (one about the zaxis and one about the x-axis, for example) and merge the two projection sets. Note, however, that this is not always feasible. Another way of satisfying the source-orbit criterion is
to scan the object in a circular orbit as usual, but supplement this scan by a vertical scan
without orbital motion. This acquisition path was advocated by Zeng and Gullberg [70] and
is shown in Figure 1.6b. Other trajectories have also been proposed, such as a helical scan
[65] or a circular orbit with a sinusoidal variation.
Prior to a cone-beam reconstruction with the modified parallel-beam reconstruction algorithm described above, we must filter the projection images in the Fourier domain (or alternatively, convolve them in the spatial domain). If we choose to filter in the Fourier domain,
we must transform and inversely transform the projection data. This is most efficiently
done with a 2D FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) algorithm. The 2D FFT has a complexity of
O(n2·log(n)), where n2 is the number of pixels in a projection image. Filtering Gθ(ρ) with
a ramp filter has a complexity of O(n2). Thus the resulting actual cost for the entire filtering
operation (2 FFTs and the pixel-wise multiplication by |ρ|) is somewhat lower than the cost
for a projection operation (which has a complexity of O(n3)). However, a precise statement
cannot be made, since we do not exactly know the constants involved in the O-notation. For
now, we write the cost for FBP as:
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(b)

(a)

FIGURE 1.6: Cone-beam source orbits: (a) single circular orbit, (b) circle-and-line orbit

Cost ( FBP ) = M ⋅ ( Cost ( Projection ) + Cost ( Filtering ) )
= ( 1 + a FBP ) ⋅ M ⋅ Cost ( Projection )

(1.5)

Here, aFBP is a factor less than 1.0. It reflects the fact that filtering is probably less expensive than grid projection.

1.1.3 Preliminary comparison of FBP and algebraic methods in terms of
cost
Using equations (1.1) and (1.5), we can compare FBP and algebraic reconstruction in terms
of their computational costs:
2 ⋅ a Alg ⋅ I ⋅ M Alg
Cost ( Algebraic )
--------------------------------------------- = --------------------------------------------( 1 + a FBP ) ⋅ M FBP
Cost ( FBP )

(1.6)

Clearly, if MAlg=MFBP and aAlg=1, algebraic methods are bound to be much slower than
FBP, even when I=1. However, I have distinguished MAlg and MFBP for a reason. As was
shown by Guan and Gordon in [19], theoretically MAlg<MFBP, or to be more precise,
MAlg=MFBP/2. In addition, one could imagine that some of the calculations done for grid
projection could be reused for the subsequent grid backprojections. This would render
aAlg<1. Taking all this into account, we may be able to afford a number of iterations I>1,
and still be competitive with FBP. In this respect, things don’t look all that bad for the algebraic methods from the standpoint of computational cost.
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1.1.4 Comparison of FBP and algebraic methods in terms of quality
Let me now consider the two methods in terms of their reconstruction quality. In clinical,
slice-based CT, FBP is nowadays exclusively used. This due to the computational advantages that I have outlined in the previous paragraphs. Note, however, that clinical CT scanners usually acquire more than 500 line projections per slice, which approximates the
continuous form of the inverse Radon integral rather well. The true power of algebraic
methods is revealed in cases where one does not have a large set of projections available,
when the projections are not distributed uniformly in angle, when the projections are sparse
or missing at certain orientations, or when one wants to model some of the photon scattering artifacts in the reconstruction procedure [1][30][36]. Noise as present in many clinical
CT datasets is also better handled by algebraic methods [30], a fact that has been discovered
by researchers in PET (Positron Emission Tomography) and SPECT (Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography) imaging as well [35][55]. Finally, algebraic methods allow
a-priory constraints to be applied onto the shape or density of the reconstructed object,
before and during the reconstruction process. In this way, the reconstruction can be influenced and guided to produce an object of better contrast and delineation than it would have
without such intervention [60].
While 2D fan-beam tomographic reconstruction has been routinely used for over two
decades, 3D cone-beam reconstruction is still in the research stage. As yet, there are no clinical cone-beam scanners, however, there are a number of experimental setups at academic
institutions [11][47][48][60] and corporate labs (Hitachi, GE, Siemens, and Elscint). A
variety of cone-beam algorithms based on FBP have also been proposed. The most notable
ones are Feldkamp, Davis, and Kress [12], Grangeat [15], and Smith [59], all published in
the mid and late 1980s. While the research on general 2D algebraic methods
[17][19][23][25] and 2D fan-beam algebraic methods [22][36] is numerous, the published
literature on 3D reconstructors using algebraic algorithms is rather sparse. One exception
is the work by Matej et. al. [35], whose studies in the field of fully-3D reconstruction of
noisy PET data indicate that ART, produces quantitatively better reconstruction results
than the more popular FBP and MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimation) methods. In this
case, however, not a cone-beam reconstructor was used, but the projection rays were rebinned which simplified ART to the parallel-beam case. Another group of researchers has
successfully applied ART for SPECT data [55] not long ago. Again, no cone-beam reconstruction was performed, rather, the data were rebinned for parallel-beam reconstruction.
However, the most popular use of 3D cone-beam ART is in 3D computed angiography. As
was already touched on in a previous section of this introduction, in computed angiography
one acquires images of blood-perfused structures injected with radio-opaque dye while
rotating the cone-beam X-ray source-detector pair around the patient. For toxicity reasons,
the dye injection time is limited and thus the number of projections that can be acquired is
restricted as well. Computed angiography is a prime candidate for ART, as its projection
data feature many of the insufficiencies that were noted above as being better handled by
ART (as opposed to FBP): Only a limited amount of projection data is available, the projections are not necessarily taken at equi-distant angles, and the projections are usually
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noisy. In addition, one can often improve the appearance and detail of the reconstructed
vessels by isolating the vessels from the background after a couple of iterations, and just
use these segmented volume regions in the remaining iterations [60]. For example, Ning
and Rooker [47] and Saint-Felix et. al. [60] all use ART-type methods to 3D reconstruct
vascular trees in the head and abdominal regions. One should keep in mind, however, that
the objects reconstructed in 3D computed angiography are of rather high contrast, which
poses the reconstruction problem as almost a binary one. To a lesser degree, this is also true
for PET and SPECT reconstructions.
It were the promising reported qualitative advantages of algebraic methods in the limited
projection data case, its better noise tolerance, and the lack of any fundamental research on
algebraic methods in the up-and-coming field of general, low-contrast cone-beam reconstruction, that led me to dedicate this dissertational research to the advancement of algebraic methods in this setting. In the following, I shall give an outlook on the several
scientific contributions that were achieved in the course of this endeavour.

1.2 Contributions of this Dissertation
In this dissertation, I have undertaken and accomplished the task of advancing the current
state of the “ART” to a more general arena than high-contrast computed angiography. I
have conceived algorithms that produce accurate 3D reconstructions for cone angles as
wide as 60˚ and object contrasts as low as 0.5%. This just about covers the range of all conebeam reconstruction tasks, in-vivo and in-vitro, from clinical CT to micro-tomography of
biological specimen.
However, having designed a highly accurate reconstruction algorithm is only half of the
story. In order to make it applicable in a clinical setting, it is also important that this algorithm produces its results in a reasonable amount of time. When this dissertation work was
begun, algebraic methods were nowhere near this premise. As indicated by equation (1.6),
algebraic methods have two main variables that can be attacked for this purpose:
• the number of iterations needed to converge to a solution that fits a certain convergence criterion, and
• the complexity of the projection/backprojection operations.
This dissertation provides solutions that seek to minimize both of these crucial variables,
without sacrificing reconstruction quality.
Finally, with a growing number of graphics workstations being introduced in hospitals for
visualization purposes, the idea is not far-fetched to use these same workstations also for
3D reconstruction of these datasets. This would lead to a better utilization of these workstations, and would certainly be a more economical solution than to build or purchase special reconstruction hardware boards. Since algebraic reconstruction mostly consists of
projection/backprojection operations, a task at which these workstations are really good at,
one can expect great computational speedups when porting algebraic algorithms to utilize
this hardware. The final chapter of this dissertation will report on such an attempt, which
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led to a speedup of over 75 compared to the software implementation, at only little decline
in reconstruction quality.
Hence, the final goal of this dissertation can be defined as follows:
Extend the existing theory of algebraic methods into the previously
unexplored domain of general, low-contrast cone-beam reconstruction.
Devise techniques that provide reconstructions of high quality at low
computational effort, with the ultimate aim of making ART an efficient
choice for routine clinical use.
We shall see, in the subsequent sections, how this goal was accomplished.
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CHAPTER 2

ALGEBRAIC METHODS:
BACKGROUND
In this chapter, the principles of algebraic methods will be described. First, I will discuss
the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART) [17], which is the oldest method of this
kind. Then I will turn to a related method, Simultaneous ART (SART), developed later by
Anderson and Kak [2] as a means to suppress noise in the reconstructions. Although this
dissertation will be confined to these two variants of algebraic methods, others exist that
will be briefly discussed in the final section of this chapter.

2.1 The Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART)
The Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART) was proposed by Gordon, Bender, and
Herman in [17] as a method for the reconstruction of three-dimensional objects from electron-microscopic scans and X-ray photography. This seminal work was a major breakthrough, as the Fourier methods that existed in those days were highly limited in the scope
of objects that they were able to reconstruct, and, in addition, were also rather wasteful in
terms of their computational requirements. It is generally believed that it was ART that
Hounsfield used in his first generation of CT scanners. However, as we also know, the Fourier methods matured quickly and captured ART’s territory soon after.
Let me now describe the theory of ART as relevant for this dissertation. Although ART, in
its original form, was proposed to reconstruct 3D objects, it represented them as a stack of
separately reconstructed 2D slices, in a parallel beam geometry. For the remaining discussion, I will extend the original 2D notation into 3D, which is more convenient considering
the scope of this dissertation. The extension is trivial, and can always be reduced to the 2D
case.
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2.1.1 ART as a system of linear equations
ART can be written as a linear algebra problem: WV=P. Here, V is the unknown (N×1) column vector storing the values of all N=n3 volume elements or voxels in the n × n × n reconstruction grid. P is the (R×1) column vector, composed of the R=M·Rm values of the pixels
pi in the combined set of all M projection images Pϕ of Rm picture elements or pixels each,
where the Pϕ are the images obtained from the imaging device at angles ϕ of the X-ray
detector plane (see Figure 2.1). Finally, W is the (R×N) weight (or coefficient) matrix in
which an element wij represents a measure of the influence that voxel vj has on the ray ri
passing through pixel pi. We can write WV=P in an expanded form as a system of linear
equations:
w 11 v 1 + w 12 v 2 + w 13 v 3 + … + w 1N v N = p 1
w 21 v 1 + w 22 v 2 + w 23 v 3 + … + w 2N v N = p 2
…

(2.1)

w M1 v 1 + w M2 v 2 + v M3 + … + w MN v N = p M
It is clear that the weight coefficients bear a crucial role in the solution of this equation system. They are the elements that link the unknown voxel values to the known pixel values.
For the solution to be accurate, each weight wij must accurately represent the influence of
a voxel vj on a ray ri passing through pixel pi. The first ART incarnation by Gordon,
Bender, and Herman [17] represented a voxel grid by a raster of squares (see Figure 2.1).
A weight wij was set to 1 if a ray ri passed through the square of voxel vj and was set to 0
otherwise. Later, Shepp and Logan [61] computed the actual area of intersection of the ray
beam that is bounded by the rays emanated from the pixel boundaries on the image plane.
It is this approach that is shown in Figure 2.1. In many current ART implementations the
ray beam is reduced back to a thin linear ray ri. However, this time a coefficient wij is determined by the length of ri in voxel vj. Herman et. al. have shown in their software package
SNARK [24], that the calculation of the wij along ri requires only a few additions per voxel
and can be done very efficiently using an incremental Digital Differential Analyzer (DDA)
algorithm (see [13]). All these implementations represent a voxel by a square (or a cubic
box in 3D), which is a rather crude approximation, according to well-known principles of
sampling theory [49]. The following section will expand on this issue and conclude with a
voxel basis that is more appropriate than the box.

2.1.2 Choosing a good voxel basis
Consider again Figure 2.1. Here, we see that, although the originally imaged object was
continuous, i.e., each point in space had a defined density value, the reconstruction only
yields a discrete approximation of this object on a discrete raster. However, in contrast to
the representation of Figure 2.1, this raster does not consist of equi-valued tiles, which
would mean that the reconstructed object is a granulated representation of itself. Rather, it
is a raster of lines in which the known values, or grid samples, are only explicitly given at
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FIGURE 2.1: A beam bi due to ray ri passes through projection image Pϕ at pixel pi and subtends a voxel vj. In early propositions of ART, a voxel vj was a block (square or cube) of uniform density. A weight factor wij was computed as the subtended area normalized by the total
voxel area.

the intersection of the raster lines, also called grid points. Object values at volume locations
other than the grid points can be obtained by a process called interpolation. Hence, a continuous description of the object could (theoretically) be reconstructed by performing these
interpolations everywhere in the volume. To see what is meant by interpolation, consider
Figure 2.2. Here, a ray ri is cast into the volume and samples the volume at equidistant
points. Since not every point coincides with a grid point, a weighting function, represented
by the interpolation kernel h(u,v), is centered at each sample point. The surrounding grid
points that fall within the interpolation kernel’s extent are integrated, properly weighted by
the interpolation kernel function (here a simple bilinear function). Figure 2.2 shows how a
sample value sik at a ray sample position (X(sik),Y(sik)) is calculated from the neighboring
voxels.
The value sik is given by:
s ik =

∑ h ( X ( sik ) – X ( vj ) , Y ( sik ) – Y ( vj ) ) ⋅ vj

(2.2)

j

The entire ray sum for pixel pi is then given by the sum of all sik along the ray ri:
pi =

∑ ∑ h ( X ( sik ) – X ( vj ) , Y ( sik ) – Y ( vj ) ) ⋅ vj
k

j
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(2.3)
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y
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pi+1
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x
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s ik =

∑ h ( X ( sik ) – X ( vj ) , Y ( sik ) – Y ( vj ) ) ⋅ vj
j

h(u,v)
v
u
FIGURE 2.2: Interpolation of a ray sample value sik located at (X(sik),Y(sik)) in the reconstruction grid. All those discrete reconstruction grid points vj that fall into the extent of interpolation kernel h(u,v) centered at (X(sik),Y(sik)) are properly weighted by the interpolation kernel
function at (X(sik)-X(vj),Y(sik)-Y(vj) and summed to form the value of sample sik of ray ri.

This ray sum is a discrete approximation of the ray integral:
pi =

∫  ∑j h ( X ( si ) – X ( vj ) , Y ( si ) – Y ( vj ) ) ⋅ vj  dsi

(2.4)

We can reorder this equation into:
pi =

∑ vj ⋅ ∫ h ( X ( si ) – X ( vj ) , Y ( si ) – Y ( vj ) ) dsi

(2.5)

j

This is shown in Figure 2.3. We see the similarity to the equations in (2.1). Here, a pixel
was given by:
pi =

∑ vj ⋅ wij

(2.6)

k

Hence, the weights are given by the integrals of the interpolation kernel along the ray:
w ij =

∫ h ( X ( si ) – X ( vj ) , Y ( si ) – Y ( vj ) ) dsi
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(2.7)

h(u,v)

vj

y

x

ϕ

ri
v j ⋅ ∫ h ( X ( s i ) – X ( v j ) , Y ( s i ) – Y ( v j ) ) ds i
FIGURE 2.3: A ray ri at orientation ϕ enters the kernel of voxel vj and integrates it along its
path.

Obviously, the better the interpolation kernel, the better the interpolation, and the more
accurate the weight factor. Figure 2.4 shows some popular interpolation kernels, both in the
spatial (Figure 2.4a) and in the frequency domain (Figure 2.4b). (We will return to these
plots in a few paragraphs.) The frequency plot tells us how good a filter is. Generally, when
reconstructing a function from discrete samples, we want the filter to have a high amplitude
for frequencies < 0.5/Tg and a low amplitude for frequencies > 0.5/Tg, where 1/Tg is the
grid sampling rate. We want that because discrete functions have their spectra replicated as
aliases at multiples of 1/Tg, and reconstructing with an interpolation filter means multiplying the discrete signal’s frequency spectrum with the spectrum of the filter.
To clarify these statements, let me analyze the interpolation process a little more in detail.
The interpolation of a sample value at any location in a discrete grid can be decomposed as
follows:
• Reconstruction of the continuous function f from the discrete grid function fs by convolving f with the interpolation filter h.
• Resampling of the reconstructed continuous function f at the sample’s location
(X(sik),Y(sik)).
Consider now Figure 2.5a. Here, we see the frequency spectrum of the discrete grid signal,
Fs. The spectrum has a main lobe centered at f=0, and aliases, replicated at a frequency of
1/Tg. When reconstructing f from fs, we want to recover just the main lobe and none of the
aliases. However, real-life interpolation filters will always include some of the aliases into
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FIGURE 2.4: Some interpolation filters: (a) spatial plots, (b) frequency plots.
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FIGURE 2.5: Interpolation of a discrete signal (solid line), frequency domain: (a) Spectrum of
the original discrete signal, Fs, replicas (aliases) of the signal spectrum are located at multiples
of 1/Tg. (b) Multiplication with the spectrum of the (non-ideal) interpolation filter H. (c)
Resulting frequency spectrum F of the interpolated signal. Note that some of the signal’s
aliases survived due to the imperfect interpolation filter. (d) Re-sampled interpolated signal.
The aliases in the signal replicas in the sidelobes show up in the main lobe. The composite signal is irrecoverably distorted.
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the reconstructed function. Let me now illustrate what the decomposition of the interpolation process in the spatial domain, as shown above, translates to in the frequency domain:
• Reconstruction of f from fs is equivalent to the multiplication of the discrete signals’s
spectrum Fs with the spectrum of the interpolation filter, H. This process is shown in
Figure 2.5b. Note the remaining (attenuated) signal aliases in F, shown in Figure 2.5c.
These aliases have disturbing effects (such as ghosts and false edges) in f. (This form
of aliasing is called post-aliasing).
• Resampling of f is equivalent to replicating the reconstructed spectrum F at a frequency 1/Tg. Note, in Figure 2.5d, that the attenuated signal aliases that survived the
reconstruction process now reach into neighboring lobes in the new discrete signal.
Thus, the re-sampled discrete signal has irrecoverable artifacts (called pre-aliasing).
A far more detailed description of this process is given in [69]. Now, as we know more
about the effect of a good interpolation filter, let me return to Figure 2.4. Here, we see a
few interpolation filters, both in the spatial domain and in the frequency domain. The ideal
interpolation filter is the sinc filter, as its box-shape in the frequency domain blocks off all
signal aliases. The sinc filter passes all frequencies < 0.5·1/Tg (the passband) unattenuated,
and it totally blocks off all frequencies > 0.5·1/Tg (the stopband). The sinc filter, however,
has an infinite extent in the spatial domain, and is therefore impractical to use. On the other
extreme is the box filter. It has an extent of 0.5 in the spatial domain, and has the worst
performance in blocking off signal aliases in the stopband. It is that boxfilter that is used
by the ART implementations mentioned before. We now easily recognize that this filter,
although very efficient due to its small spatial extent, is probably not the best choice for
reconstruction. Figure 2.4 also shows the frequency spectra and spatial waveforms of the
bilinear filter, a Gaussian filter 2^(-4·r2), and a Bessel-Kaiser filter. The last two filters have
a spatial extent of 4.0 and are also radially symmetric in higher dimensions. This will prove
to be an advantage later.
The family of Bessel-Kaiser functions were investigated for higher dimensions by Lewitt
in [32] and used (by the same author) for ART in [31] and [33]. The Bessel-Kaiser functions have several nice characteristics:
• They are tunable to assume many spatial shapes and frequency spectra. Consider again
the frequency plots in Figure 2.4b. We observe that the spectrum of the Bessel-Kaiser
function has a main-lobe that falls off to zero at the grid sampling frequency ω=1/Tg,
and returns with many fast decaying side-lobes. The tuning parameters control the
placement of the zero-minima between the mainlobe and the sidelobes. They also control the rate of decay. Since the signal’s first sidelobe is at maximum at a frequency
ω=1/Tg, we would want to place the zero-minimum of the filter’s spectrum at that location for best anti-aliasing effects. The circumstance that the filter decays fast in the
stopband suppresses all of the signal’s higher-order sidelobes to insignificance.
• Another characteristic of the Bessel-Kaiser function is that they have, in contrast to the
Gaussian function, a finite spatial extent (here a radius of 2.0). Truncation effects, that
possibly appear with a necessarily truncated Gaussian, are thus avoided.
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• Finally, the Bessel-Kaiser function has a closed-form solution for the ray integration.
Due to Lewitt’s convincing arguments, and also due to a very efficient implementation
(described later), I have solely used Bessel-Kaiser functions as the voxel basis in the dissertational research presented here. However, it should be noted that other voxel bases have
also been used in the past: Andersen and Kak represented a voxel by a bilinear kernel [2],
and I (in [44]) chose a Gaussian kernel in the early days of this research.
For convenience and completeness, I shall repeat some of the results derived in [32] for the
Bessel-Kaiser function in higher dimensions. First, the generalized Bessel-Kaiser function
is defined in the spatial domain as follows:

2 m 
2
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r
⁄
a
)
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 Im  α 1 – ( r ⁄ a) 
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b ( r ) = ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Im ( α)
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b ( r) = 0

0≤r≤a
(2.8)
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Here, a determines the extent of the function (chosen to be 2.0), and α is the taper parameter
that determines the trade-off between the width of the main lobe and the amplitude of the
side lobes in the Fourier transform of the function. (When α=0, we get the box function of
width 2a.) The function Im() is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order m.
We set m=2 to get a continuous derivative at the kernel border and everywhere else in the
kernel’s extent.
The corresponding Fourier transform is given as:
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Here, n is the dimension of the function to be reconstructed. If we reconstruct 2D slices,
n=2, for volumetric 3D reconstruction n=3. The function Jn/2+m() is the Bessel function of
the first kind and order n/2+m. We see that, depending on n, different values of α are necessary to place the zero-minimum between the filter’s mainlobe and its first sidelobe at
ω=1/Tg. We can calculate that for a 2D kernel α=10.80, and for a 3D kernel α=10.40.
Finally, the Abel transform pm(r) (i.e., the X-ray projection) of the generalized Bessel-Kaiser function b(m, α)(r) can be shown to be proportional to b(m + 1/2, α)(r):

m
2 m + 1 ⁄ 2
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a 2π ⁄ α  
p ( r ) = ----------------------   1 – ( r ⁄ a ) 
Im + 1 ⁄ 2  α 1 – ( r ⁄ a)  
Im ( α)
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(2.10)

2.1.3 The Kaczmarz method for solving the system of linear equations
Let me now return to equation system (2.1) and see how it can be solved. The first problem
is that we cannot assume that R=N, actually in most applications R≠N. In some cases we
can enforce R=N by adding interpolated subpixels in the projection images or by adding
projections. But nevertheless, the enormous size of W prohibits the use of matrix inversion
methods to solve WV=P for V. When R>N, least squares methods could be applied, but this
also proves to be computationally impractical if N is large. In the most common case, where
N>R, many solutions exist that satisfy WV=P. It is the goal of ART to find that solution that
represents the closest approximation to the object function from which the projection
images were obtained.
Setting aside the issue that in most cases R≠N, it turns out that usually noise and sampling
errors in the ART implementation do not provide for a consistent equation system anyhow.
Thus, Gordon, Bender, and Herman [17] selected an iterative scheme proposed by Kaczmarz [29] as early as 1937 to solve the equation system. In this procedure, one starts from
an initial guess for the volume vector, V=V(0), and selects at each iteration step k, k>0, one
of the equations in (2.1), say the one for pi. A value pi(k) is measured which is the value of
pixel i computed using the voxel values as provided by the present state of the vector
V=V(k). A factor related to the difference of pi(k) and pi is then distributed back onto V(k)
which generates V(k+1) such that if a pi(k+1) were computed from V(k+1), it would be closer
to pi than pi(k). Thus, we can divide each grid update into three phases: a projection step, a
correction factor computation, and a backprojection step.
The correction process for one element of V, i.e. vj, can be expressed by:
N

( k + 1)

vj

( k)

= vj

pi –

∑ win vn
k

n=1
- w ij
+ λ ---------------------------------N

∑

(2.11)

2
win

n=1

where λ is the relaxation factor typically chosen within the interval (0.0,1.0], but usually
much less than 1.0 to dampen correction overshoot. This procedure is performed for all
equations in (2.1). After all equations have been processed, in some order, and the grid has
not converged to a solution fitting some convergence criterion, the just described procedure
is repeated for another iteration, and so on. See also Figure 2.6 for a detailed illustration of
the ART algorithm.
Figure 2.7 shows a geometric illustration of the Kaczmarz algorithm, solving a system of
two linear equations. The axes represent the two unknowns v1 and v2, while the lines represent the two equations (the slopes are given by the weight factors). The solution is the
intersection of the two lines. One starts with an initial guess V(0). It can be shown that a V
correction is equivalent to dropping a line perpendicular to the line representing the
selected equation, starting at the current state of Vk, and intersecting this line with the line
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Initialize volume
Until convergence
Select a pixel pi from one of the scanner projections Pϕ
Projection: Compute line integral through pi
Correction factor: Subtract line integral from the value of pi
Backprojection: Distribute correction onto grid
FIGURE 2.6: The ART algorithm. The colors in the equation refer to the corresponding highlighting colors in the algorithm.
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representing the selected equation. This intersection point represents the new state of the
vector V, Vk+1. We then select a new equation and perform this procedure again. It is obvious that this procedure will converge faster the more orthogonal the lines (i.e., the equations) are. While orthogonalization using the Gram-Schmidt procedure is computationally
not feasible, attempts exist to pairwise orthogonalize the equation system [51]. These
attempts, however, have not become popular. A way to achieve an approximate pairwise
orthogonalization is to carefully plan the order in which the equations are applied. It is
desirable that subsequently applied equations are as orthogonal as possible. In this manner,
one can reach the solution point faster. Chapter 3 of this dissertation will elaborate more on
this issue. For more than two unknowns, the equations become hyperplanes. Note, however, that once there are more then two equations, the lines (hyperplanes) may not intersect
at one single point. This could be due to noise in the projections (i.e., equations) or inaccurate estimation of the weight factors. In this case, many (approximate) solutions exist, and
the relaxation factor λ, the initial guess, and the equation ordering potentially all have a
great effect on which solution of the many approximate solutions ART will come closest
to.
v2

V0
w11 v1 +w12 v2 = p1

v1
w21 v1 +w22 v2 = p2
FIGURE 2.7: Kaczmarz’ iterative procedure for solving systems of linear equations. This
example solves 2 equations for 2 unknowns, v1 and v2. Each equation is represented by a line.
The solution is the intersection of the two lines. To find the solution point, one starts with an
initial guess, selects one of the equation lines, and drops a line perpendicular to it, starting at
the initial guess. The intersection point then becomes the new guess. The procedure is continued until the solution point is reached, or one gets sufficiently close to it. In higher dimensions,
the lines become hyperplanes.

As was hinted on in the previous paragraph, the initial guess V(0), the order in which the
equations are chosen in corrective process, and the accuracy of the weight factors wij all
have a significant impact on what solution V(s) the vector V converges to. It was proven by
Tanabe [63] that the Kaczmarz approach will generally converge to a vector V(s) such that
|V(0) - V(s)| is minimized. However, I have found that, in practice, the initial guess is not so
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important. It is more the accuracy of the weights, the magnitude of the relaxation factor λ,
and the order in which equations are selected, that play a large role both in speed of convergence and in the quality of the reconstruction that is converged to. I will expand on all
these topics in the subsequent chapters of this dissertation.

2.1.4 Efficient grid projection
The sum terms in the nominator and denominator of equation (2.11) require us to compute
the integration of a ray across the volume. However, we do not need to compute the ray
integrals via the slow process of raycasting. As we have already seen in Section 2.1.2, a
voxel weight factor corresponds to the integration of the ray across the interpolation kernel
function. So all we really need to do is to accumulate the individual kernel contributions
for a given ray (squared, in the denominator of equation (2.11), or scaled by the voxel value,
in the nominator). Very efficient methods exist to build a ray integral from these individual
voxel contributions. If the interpolation kernel is radially symmetric, we can pre-integrate
the kernel integrals ∫ h ( s ) ds (compare equation (2.7)), often analytically, into a lookuptable. This lookup table is called the kernel footprint. In case of the Bessel-Kaiser function
we may use equation (2.10) to calculate the kernel footprint lookup-table. We then map all
voxel footprints to the screen, squared or scaled, where they accumulate into a projection
image. It was Lee Westover who first proposed this approach in [66]-[68] and termed it
splatting. He, however, did not use it for algebraic methods, but for volume rendering [28],
where it is very popular up to this day. Matej and Lewitt considered splatting later for
block-iterative, parallel-beam ART [33].
Alternatively, one can also use rays to intersect the lookup tables in volume space, again
scale or square the indexed value, and accumulate the density integrals ray by ray. This
approach was proposed much earlier than the splatting algorithm by Hanson and Wecksung
in [22], this time for algebraic reconstruction. Note, however, that none of these approaches
were ever extended to 3D cone-beam reconstruction. They were just used for 2D fan-beam
reconstruction (in [22]) or for parallel-beam geometries (in [33]). Chapter 5 of this dissertation will expand both the splatting and the ray-driven approach to 3D cone-beam reconstruction and will also give very efficient implementations.
Both of these approaches capitalize on the fact that by placing an interpolation kernel h at
each grid voxel j and scaling it by the grid voxel’s value vj, we obtain a field of overlapping
interpolation kernels that reconstructs the discrete grid function fs into a continuous function f. Thus, both a projection of these voxel basis functions onto the screen and a traversal
of the grid by interpolating rays yield (potentially) the same (X-ray) image. However, the
former approach has the advantage that the footprint functions can be pre-integrated analytically or by good quadrature methods, which yields a highly accurate, almost analytical
ray integral summation on the screen. Raycasting, on the other hand, interpolates the volume at discrete locations, which necessarily gives only an approximation to the analytical
ray integral. How good this approximation will be depends on the ray step size and the
quadrature method. Hence, the splatting approach, be it voxel-driven or ray-driven, is the
best projection method, both for accuracy and for efficiency reasons.
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So far, I have only discussed the projection step. But, as it turns out, backprojection is performed in a similar way, only that here the voxels receive (corrective) energy, scaled by
their weight factors, instead of emitting it.

2.1.5 Why ART needs fewer projections than FBP
This question was answered by Guan and Gordon in [19] for the 2D parallel beam case. Let
me repeat it here.
Usually one reconstructs on a square voxel grid with a sidelength of n voxels, thus the number of grid voxels N=n2. Also, we generally assume a circular reconstruction region. Voxels
2
outside this region may be ignored. In this case we have ( 1 ⁄ 4 ) πn unknown voxel values
and n pixels per 1D image. For equation system (2.1) to be determined, the number of projection images MART has to be:
2

M ART

( 1 ⁄ 4 ) πn
πn
= -------------------------- = ------ = 0.785 ⋅ n
n
4

(2.12)

Let’s see how many projections are needed for Filtered Backprojection (FBP). The sampling interval in Fourier space is at least ∆ω=1/nTg, and the maximum frequency is given
by ωmax=1/(2Tg). Due to the polar sampling in frequency space, the density of samples
decreases as we go outward in the polar grid. To ensure a sampling rate of at least ∆ω everywhere in the polar grid, even at the boundary, the angular spacing between the projections
(i.e., the Fourier slices) in frequency space needs to be:
2T
2
∆ω
∆ϕ P = ------------ = --------g- = --n
ω max
nT g

(2.13)

In order to provide adequate sampling in the periphery, one must oversample in the interior
frequency regions. The number of projections MFBP is then:
πn
π
M FBP = ---------- = ------ = 1.57 ⋅ n
2
∆ϕ P

(2.14)

Thus, MAlg=MFBP / 2.
In 3D reconstruction, one usually reconstructs on a cubic voxel grid, again with a sidelength of n voxels. Thus the number of grid voxels N=n3. Also, for a 3D single-orbit reconstruction we generally assume a spherical reconstruction region. In this case we have
3
2
( 1 ⁄ 6 ) πn unknown voxel values and ( 1 ⁄ 4 ) πn relevant pixels per image. For the equation system (2.1) to be determined, the number of projection images MART3D has to be:
3

M ART3D

( 1 ⁄ 6 ) πn
= -------------------------2- = 0.67n
( 1 ⁄ 4 ) πn

(2.15)

This means that for n=128, a total of 86 projection images is required.
The widely accepted rule of thumb is that FBP requires at least n projection images [54] for
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good image quality. The previous calculation showed that ART requires about half of that.
As a matter of fact, this is true for all algebraic methods, and not just ART.
We have now determined some of the factors in the cost equation (1.6), repeated here for
convenience:
2 ⋅ a Alg ⋅ I ⋅ M Alg
Cost ( Algebraic )
--------------------------------------------- = --------------------------------------------( 1 + a FBP ) ⋅ M FBP
Cost ( FBP )
With the new knowledge that we just gained, we can rewrite this equation:
a Alg ⋅ I
2 ⋅ a Alg ⋅ I
Cost ( Algebraic )
- = ----------------------------------------------------------------------- = ---------------------------------( 1 + a FBP ) ⋅ 2
( 1 + a FBP )
Cost ( FBP )

(2.16)

We will find out about the other factors later.

2.2 Simultaneous ART (SART)
In 1984, Andersen and Kak noticed (in [2]) that a voxel may be traversed by many rays during one iteration. They showed that ART’s method of updating the grid for every ray
caused “striping” in the reconstruction. These correction stripes in turn were blamed for the
high overall level of noise that existed in the ART reconstructions back in those days. The
authors argued further, that if, in contrast to ART, the correction terms were accumulated
for each voxel and the grid was only updated after each iteration, as was done in the Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT) [14], then this “striping” was apparently suppressed. The problem with SIRT, however, was the long time it needed for
convergence. In an attempt to combine the positive aspects of both techniques, i.e. ART
and SIRT, Andersen and Kak developed the Simultaneous ART (SART) [2]. In this
method, grid correction is not performed for each single pixel separately. Instead, a whole
projection image is computed first (say at the orientation of Pϕ), and then each voxel in the
reconstruction grid is corrected by an accumulated correction term that is due to all pixels
in Pϕ. Since ambiguities manifested as noise are introduced into the reconstruction image
if the correction terms are simply added, a weighted sum of the contributions is used to
update a voxel.
Mathematically, this can be expressed as follows:
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(2.17)

Note that equation (2.17) differs from equation (2.11) in two ways: First, the correction
terms imposed on a particular voxel vj by a set of neighboring projection image pixels pi
are pooled using the respective wij factors to weight their influence. Second, we do not use
the square of the wij in the sum of weights in the denominator of the correction factor term.
Although ART in the spirit of Kaczmarz’ method requires the sum of squared weights,
SART seems to be more consistent with the concept of viewing ART as an inverse volume
rendering technique [28], where a volume is iteratively reconstructed by a sequence of
summed volume renderings (the projections) and inverse summed volume renderings (the
backprojections). In this context, it makes sense to normalize each ray integral by the physical length of the ray, represented by ∑ w in . The SART procedure is illustrated in Figure
2.6 in greater detail.
Later research [35], and also my own experience [38], has indicated, that it was probably
not the image-based SART correction procedure itself that has prevented the noise-like
artifacts from occurring, rather, it was Andersen and Kak’s use of a better interpolation kernel, i.e. the bilinear function, as a voxel basis. Still, SART has many advantages, due to its
image-based approach:
• It proves to be the better method for cone-beam reconstruction (unless ART is modified, as we will see later).
• It lends itself very well for a graphics hardware-accelerated approach.
Both of these advantages have been discovered in the course of this dissertation research.
However, it was also discovered that SART is slightly slower than ART in software, due
to the voxel-based pooling of correctional updates.

2.3 Other Algebraic Reconstruction Methods
Finally, I would like to mention other existing algebraic methods. I have already touched
on the Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique, proposed shortly after ART by
Gilbert [14]. In this approach, the voxels are only updated after the corrections due to all R
projection pixels have been computed. These corrections are then properly weighted and
normalized (similar to SART) before adding them to the voxels. SIRT’s approach is rather
slow and has not gained a wide popularity due to that fact. The circumstance that the SIRTcousin SART does not perform quality-wise any better for cone-beam reconstruction than
(a modified version of) ART (as demonstrated in this dissertation) may serve as evidence
that SIRT probably will not do so either.
Algebraic reconstruction methods that update the grid separately for each ray (such as traditional ART) are called row-action methods, since each computation step is equivalent to
a dot product of one row in the weight matrix W and the object vector V. In contrast, methods that correct the grid based on the projection of a block of rays involving a multi-element
set of such dot products are called block-iterative methods. These methods are discussed
for example in [7]. The block-iterative methods combine two or more (almost) parallel
hyperplanes (see Figure 2.7) to reach a convergence faster. SART and SIRT are not strictly
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Initialize volume
Until convergence
Select a projection Pϕ
Image projection: Compute line integrals through all pi of Pϕ
Correction image: For all pi, subtract line integrals from pi
Image backprojection: Distribute corrections onto grid
FIGURE 2.8: The SART algorithm. The colors in the equation refer to the corresponding
highlighting colors in the algorithm.
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members of the traditional block-iterative algebraic methods. However, they also combine
equations (due to one projection or due to all projections) in an attempt to update the volume with a correction that is a is based on many equations, and not just one.
Along with (additive) ART, Gordon, Bender, and Herman also proposed Multiplicative
ART, or MART [17]. The correction equation is:
( k + 1)

vj

pi
k
= λ -----------------------vj
N

(2.18)

∑ win vn
k

n=1

This method has the advantage that, in contrast to ART, a voxel can never be corrected to
values less than zero (which is not in the solution space). However, MART has never
reached the popularity of ART, and the original authors found that while ART seems to
minimize the overall variance of the reconstruction, MART maximizes the entropy.
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CHAPTER 3

A GLOBALLY OPTIMIZING
PROJECTION ACCESS ALGORITHM
As was mentioned in the previous chapter, the order in which the projections are applied in
the iterative reconstruction procedure has a crucial effect both on reconstruction quality and
speed of convergence. This chapter will present a new projection ordering method, termed
the Weighted Distance Scheme (WDS), that is superior to the existing methods of this kind.
I will start with some background on this topic, describe the existing methods and their
shortcomings, and then turn to the specifics of the new method. Note, that for the remainder
of this chapter, an iteration constitutes a sequence of grid corrections in which all available
projections are utilized exactly once.

3.1 Introduction
Due to the problems associated with the linear equation system (2.1), many solutions may
exist. It is thus the goal of ART to converge to the solution that represents the closest
approximation to the object function from which the projection images were obtained. In
this respect, it has been known for quite some time [23][51] that both the quality of the
approximation and the rate of convergence of the iterative reconstruction procedure
depends, among other factors, on the order in which the projections are selected for grid
correction.
A number of researchers have pointed out [18][25] that it is desirable to order the projections in such a way that subsequently applied projections are largely uncorrelated. This
means that consecutively applied projections must have significantly different angular orientations. Indeed, it is intuitive to recognize that if subsequently selected projections are
chosen at similar orientations, one tends to overly bias the reconstruction with respect to
that viewing angle without adding much new information to the grid. Clearly, doing so prolongs the time for convergence and may also drive the approximate solution away from the
desired solution.
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While all previously proposed ordering schemes take great care to space far apart consecutively chosen projections, they somewhat neglect the problem of optimizing the selection
in a global sense. It is the argument of this chapter that in the process of selecting a newly
applied projection all, or at least an extended history of, previously applied projection orientations must be taken into account and weighted by their time of application.
In the following section, I will give a brief overview of previous work on projection access
ordering methods. Then, in Section 3.3, I will present a novel projection ordering method,
the Weighted Distance Scheme (WDS), which heuristically optimizes the angular distance
of a newly selected projection with respect to the complete sequence of all previously
applied projections (including those applied in the previous iteration) or any continuous,
time-wise adjacent subset thereof. Finally, Section 3.4 gives a numerical comparison of the
new method with respect to previous methods.

3.2 Previous Work
In order to minimize correlation in projection access it seems advantageous to arrange the
projections such that (Postulate 1):
a. a series of subsequently applied projections is evenly distributed across a wide angular
range,
b. at no time is there an angular range that is covered more densely than others.
All of the existing methods tend to be strong in one of the two aspects, but weaker in the
other. However, none of the previous methods comments on how one should proceed with
the projection selection at iteration boundaries. It is clearly necessary to also include projections applied in previous iterations into the selection process. A smooth transition
between iterations is warranted if the selection scheme is continuous across iteration
boundaries.
Denoting M as the total number of projections in the set and 0≤j≤M-1 to be the number of
projections already applied, Hamaker and Solmon [21] demonstrate in a fundamental treatment that a “good” permutation τ of the ordering of the M projections is obtained when the
minimum angle among (τ(l)-τ(k))⋅180˚/M, 0≤l≤j, 0≤k≤j, l≠k is maximized for each j. Postulate 1 could be regarded as a more heuristic interpretation of this finding.
Many implementations have used a fixed angle for projection spacing: SART, for example,
uses a constant angle of 73.8˚ when M=100. For most M there is, however, no fixed angle
that satisfies the criterion of maximizing the minimum angle for all 1≤j≤M-1.
An alternative method that uses variable angles between subsequent projections was proposed by Herman and Meyer [25]. It is based on the prime number decomposition (PND)
of M. This method, however, requires that M be non-prime. The same authors also refer to
work performed by van Dijke [10] who concluded that, among all schemes he tried, a random projection permutation gave the best results. However, we may prefer an ordering
scheme that is more controllable and deterministic than a random number generator.
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More recently, Guan and Gordon [18] presented, what they termed, the Multilevel Access
Scheme (MLS). This method works best when the number of projections is a power of 2,
but can also be used, with minor modifications, in the general case. The following description is for the simple case of M being a power of 2: First, for level one and two, the method
chooses the projections at 0˚, 90˚, 45˚, and 135˚. All subsequent levels L=3, .., log2M contain 2L views. The projection order at level L is computed by simply going through the list
of all applied projections at levels l<L and adding M/2L to their projection index. This
method clearly covers all angular regions evenly over time, but may not always maximize
the angle between subsequent projections.
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Figure 3.1a shows, for M=30, the obtained permutation of the first 15 selected projection
views when the scheme of PND is applied. Figure 3.1b shows the permutation for the MLS
method under the same conditions. We observe that PND tends to cluster the projections
around certain viewing directions. This may not be advantageous in light of our earlier
comments with regards to an even spread of the applied projections around the reconstruction cycle. As expected, the MLS method generates a permutation that conforms more
closely to this criterion.
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FIGURE 3.1: Projection order permutation τ for M=30 projections. For illustrative purposes
only the first 15 ordered views are shown. The height of a bar corresponds to a view’s place in
the ordered sequence τ (For instance, in (a) projection 5 is applied as the third projection after
view 0 and view 15). The graphs shown are for: (a) Prime number decomposition (PND), (b)
Multilevel access scheme (MLS).

3.3 The Weighted Distance Projection Ordering Scheme
Let me now introduce a permutation scheme that seeks to enforce both parts of Postulate 1.
It is designed to maintain a large angular distance among the whole set of used projections
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while preventing clustering of projections around a set of main view orientations. The
method selects, from the pool of unused projections, that projection that optimizes both the
angular spacing and the spread with respect to the complete set or a recent subset of all previously applied projectional views. Hereby it takes into account that more recent applied
projections should have a stronger influence in the selection process than projections that
have been applied earlier in the reconstruction procedure.
The algorithm implements the permutation of the projection ordering as a circular queue
Θ. The length S of Θ depends on how much of the projection access history is to influence
the selection process. Since due to the decaying weighting function the influence of early
projections diminishes to insignificance over time, early projections can be replaced by
later ones in Θ as time evolves. In my implementation, I chose S=M: A projection’s influential power fades to zero after M more projections have been selected. Note, however, that
the number of influential projections represented by S can be chosen arbitrary large.
The projections Pi, 0≤i≤M-1, are assumed to be equally spaced by an angle ϕ=180˚/M in
the interval 0≤i⋅ϕ<180˚. The first projection inserted into Θ (at position Θ[0]) and applied
in the reconstruction procedure is always the projection at orientation angle ϕ=0˚, i.e. P0.
A list Λ is maintained that holds the L projections not yet used in the current iteration. At
the beginning of each iteration, Λ is filled with all M projections. When a projection Pi is
selected from Λ by our selection criterion, it is removed from Λ and inserted into Θ. Insertion can occur within two phases: the initial filling phase of Θ and the update phase of Θ.
Let Q denote the number of projections currently in Θ. In the filling phase, Q<S and subsequently used projections are added to consecutive positions in Θ. In the update phase,
Q=S and Θ now functions as a circular queue: The oldest projection in Θ is overwritten by
the newly selected projection and ceases to influence the selection process. See Figure 3.2
for an illustration of the algorithm in pseudo-code.
InitCircularQueue(Θ); /* circular queue Θ is initially empty */
while not converged
FillProjectionPool(Λ); /* all projections are available (again) */
for i = 1 ... M
P=SelectProjection(Λ,Θ);

/* select a projection P from Λ based on the distance to
all previous applied projections in queue Θ */
RemoveFromList(P,Λ); /* P is removed from Λ and no longer available for this
iteration */

AddToEndOfCircularQueue(P,Θ);
ApplyProjection(P);

/*P goes at the end of Θ, the oldest item in
Θ falls out if Θ is full (Q = S) */

/* perform grid projection and backprojection for P */

FIGURE 3.2: Pseudo-code to illustrate insertion/removal of projections into/from circular
queue Θ and list Λ within the basic framework of ART.
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Let me now describe the objective function used to select the next projection from Λ (i.e.,
the routine SelectProjection() in Figure 3.2): First, for each Pl in Λ, 0≤l<L-1, the weighted
mean µl of the “repulsive forces” exerted onto Pl by the projections Pq in Θ, 0≤q≤Q-1,
Θ[q]≠Λ[l], is computed. The repulsive force is considered a measure of how close one projection is to another, it decays linearly with increasing distance between two projections. A
smaller repulsive force results from a larger spacing of two projections. The minimal distance of two projections Pl and Pq is given by:
d lq = Min ( l – q , S – l – q ) .

(3.1)

The weighted mean of the repulsive forces acting on a projection Pl, denoted by µl, is given
by:
Q–1

µl =

Q–1

∑ wq ⋅ ( S ⁄ 2 – dlq ) ⁄ ∑ wq

q=0

(3.2)

q=0

where a weight factor w q = ( q + 1 ) ⁄ Q . The weighting ensures that projections applied
more recently have a stronger repulsive effect than projections applied earlier in the reconstruction procedure.
However, using the distance criterion alone does not achieve the goals of Postulate 1. It was
observed that a newly selected projection could minimize the distance criterion by being
very distant to some projections in Λ, but at the expense of being very close to others. This
circumstance lead to a situation where projections were selected from one of several clusters in a cyclic fashion, a condition we strived to avoid. In order to eliminate the large distance fluctuations that gave rise to this behavior I added a second measure to be minimized:
the weighted standard deviation of the distances dlq, σ l :
Q–1

σl =

∑

2
w q ⋅  d lq – d l  ⁄

q=0

Q–1

∑ wq

(3.3)

q=0

Here d l = ∑ d lq ⁄ Q is the average distance of Pl to the Pq. Maintaining a small σ l of the
projection distances prevents projections from clustering into groups of angular viewing
ranges.
We then normalize the µl to a range of [0,1]:
µ l –0≤
Mk<in
( µk)
L-1
µ̃ l = ---------------------------------------------------Max ( µ k ) – Min ( µ k )
0≤k<L-1

(3.4)

0≤k<L-1

The normalized standard deviations σ̃ l are computed from the σ l in a similar fashion.
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Finally, we select that projection Pl∈Λ to be applied next that minimizes the weighted L2norm:
2

2

D l = µ̃ l + 0.5 ⋅ σ̃ l .

(3.5)

Experiments indicated that a factor of 0.5 to weigh
a wide range of M.

2
σl

seemed to yield the best results for

3.4 Results
Table 3.1 gives the projection access orders for all six ordering schemes discussed in the
previous sections (M=30): Sequential Access (SAS), Fixed Angle at 66.0˚ (FAS), Prime
Number Decomposition (PND) [25], Random Access (RAS) [10], Multilevel (MLS) [18],
and Weighted Distance (WDS).
In order to compare all presented methods with regards to Postulate 1, we define a discrete
2D space that is spanned by the projection index number and the projection access time
instance. This space, called the Projection Access Space (PAS), is “sampled” by the projection ordering methods in a N-rooks fashion, i.e., no line and column can be sampled
twice since the tuple (projection index, access time) is one-to-one and onto. Figure 3.3
shows the sampling patterns for the six projection ordering schemes for M=30.
By visual inspection, FAS, PND, MLS and WDS all seem to have a fairly uniform sample
distribution. However, to capture the quality of the distributions in light of Postulate 1 in a
more quantitative way, a descriptive metric is needed. Part a) of this postulate calls for a
uniform distribution of the sample points in PAS. We may measure this property by sliding
a square box across the PAS, counting the number of sample points inside the box at each
box position, and computing the standard deviation of all counts. If all areas are equally
sampled then the standard deviation should be small. We performed this analysis for M=30,
80, and 100, respectively. The sliding square box was dimensioned to capture about 10%
of the samples on the average. Thus the box sizes were 10×10 for M=30, 25×25 for M=80,
and 30×30 for M=100. Part b) of the postulate was designed to prevent the clustering of projections around a few angular ranges. We evaluate this property after half of the projections
(i.e. M/2) have been applied. For this purpose, we slide a M/2×4 sized box along the vertical
direction of the PAS, aligned to the left PAS border. Ideally, all boxes should have an equal
number of applied projections in them (i.e., 2). Again, we count the number of incidences
within each box and compute the standard deviation of all counts. A larger standard deviation is evidence for an uneven distribution caused by clustering.
The results of this analysis are listed in Table 3.2. We see, while PND performs well with
respect to projection access uniformity, it tends to cluster projections into angular groups.
On the other hand, MLS tends less to clustering (except for M=80), but exhibits inferior
projection access uniformity. Table 3.2 also shows that WDS behaves equally well in both
categories, access uniformity and cluster-freeness, where it is better or at least as good as
any other method investigated.
Finally, we tested all projection access schemes on the low-contrast 2D Shepp-Logan phan37
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TABLE 3.1 Projection access orders for all six ordering schemes (M=30).

tom as described in [61] and shown in Figure 3.5. 80 projections of 128 rays each were
computed analytically from the mathematical description of the ellipses that make up the
phantom. In the reconstruction procedure, λ was set to a fixed value of 0.30 and an interpolation kernel based on the previously mentioned Bessel-Kaiser function was used.
For estimation of the reconstruction error we use the normalized root mean squared error
measure [23]:
N

error =

∑
i=1

N

2

( oi – vi) ⁄

∑

( oi – o)

i=1
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PND

MLS

WDS

FIGURE 3.3: Sampling patterns in projection access space for the six projection ordering
schemes (M=30). In all plots, the time coordinate runs from left to right, while the projection
index runs from bottom to top.

Here, oi is the value of pixel vi in the original Shepp-Logan phantom. This error is plotted
in Figure 3.4 for all six permutation schemes (M=80) for a) the entire head and b) the region
around the three small tumors in the bottom half of the phantom (see Figure 3.5). We would
also like to compare the various methods in terms of the level of the noise-like reconstruction artifacts. For this purpose, we compute the variance within the union of two circular
regions to the right and left, respectively, of the two brain ventricles (i.e., the dark elliptical
structures in the head center, see Figure 3.5). These circular regions are homogeneous in
the original phantom. The variance is plotted in Figure 3.4c for all ordering methods.
The behavior of the selection process at iteration boundaries was as follows: While SAS,
FAS, PND, and MLS apply their previous access order anew (which is probably the strategy used by the respective authors), RAS clears its list of used projections and chooses the
next projection at random, thus generating a different access order for each iteration. WDS
by design generates a different access sequence in every iteration as well, however, with
the additional constraint of optimal fit with regards to the previous sequence. At this point
it should also be mentioned that some authors (such as [1]) linearly increase the relaxation
factor λ from a small value at initial projections to a larger fixed value for use in later grid
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Projection
access
scheme

M=30

M=80

M=100

M=30

M=80

M=100

SAS

3.251

8.224

9.859

0.333

0.216

0.195

FAS

0.650

0.808

0.905

0.133

0.075

0.066

PND

0.600

0.694

0.733

0.115

0.071

0.063

RAS

1.316

2.124

1.983

0.156

0.107

0.103

MLS

0.721

0.720

0.758

0.094

0.087

0.063

WDS

0.600

0.704

0.700

0.094

0.064

0.058

Access uniformity

Access clustering

TABLE 3.2 Standard deviations of box counts for three projection set magnitudes (M=30, 80,
and 100) to measure projection access uniformity and clustering. (The fixed angle used in FAS
for M=30, 80, and 100 was 66.0˚, 69.75˚, and 73.8˚, respectively.)

corrections. To eliminate the effects of yet another variable in the comparison process, we
chose to use a fixed value of λ throughout the reconstruction procedure. Here, λ=0.3 was
found to have the best convergence properties for all access ordering schemes.
For the full head section, all five non-sequential ordering schemes reach their minimum
error at about the same time, (i.e., at the end of the fourth iteration). However, this error is
smallest with WDS. Hence, even though WDS does not provide a faster convergence to its
minimum-error solution, the solution is more accurate compared to the solutions obtained
with the competing methods at all iterations (at least until the overall error increases again).
Although the difference in error is rather small for the full head section, it is considerably
more significant for the isolated tumor area. This could be viewed as evidence that by using
WDS small object detail can be better recovered. It is also interesting to note that all ordering schemes reach their error minimum for the tumor area about one iteration later than for
the full head section. We further observe that images produced by WDS have the least
amount of noise-like reconstruction artifacts, with RAS being the closest competitor.
Figure 3.6 shows the reconstruction results obtained after three iterations using the various
projection ordering schemes. Even though the numerical results are to a great extent visible
in the images, we would like to note that, for the human vision system, larger numerical
error does not always translate to a more visible artifact. For instance, larger random noise
is much more gracefully tolerated by the human eye than a small but periodic noise pattern
such as ringing. From Figure 3.6 we observe that, apart from SAS, which after 3 iterations
is far from reaching its minimal error, FAS and PND have considerably more reconstruction artifacts than MLS, RAS, and WDS. The artifacts are least noticeable with RAS and
WDS, while the contrast for the small tumors is best with MLS and WDS.
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FIGURE 3.4: Reconstruction errors for Shepp-Logan phantom (80 projections of 128 pixels
each, 128×128 grid): (a) Entire head segment, (b) Area with the three small tumors only, (c)
Reconstruction noise.
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A
B

FIGURE 3.5: Original Shepp-Logan phantom with circled areas indicating the regions in
which the error measurements were performed: Regions A were used to evaluate the level of
noise artifacts, B is the region in which the reconstruction error for the three small tumors was
measured. Notice that the pixel intensities in this and all other images involving the SheppLogan brain phantom presented in this dissertation were thresholded to the interval [1.0,1.04]
to improve the displayed contrast of the brain features. For example, the contrast between the
three small tumors in region B and the background matter is only 0.5% of the full density
range.

In conclusion, WDS exhibits more uniform projection access space sampling than existing
methods and delivers more accurate reconstructions. In particular, fine detail is more faithfully recovered and the degree of noise-like reconstruction artifacts is smaller. Both of
these features are important as they reduce the chance of ambiguities for both the clinician
and computerized image analysis systems.
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FIGURE 3.6: Reconstruction of the Shepp-Logan phantom after 3 iterations on a 128×128
grid using 80 projections of 128 rays each and λ=0.3 for the six projection access schemes.
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CHAPTER 4

CONE-BEAM RECONSTRUCTION
WITH ART: ACCURACY ISSUES
In this chapter, we will analyze algebraic methods for the low-contrast cone-beam setting,
a scenario that has not been studied much in the past. In particular, we aim to provide algorithms that make ART-type methods an attractive alternative to cone-beam FBP methods
with regards to accuracy. Speed will be the topic of the next chapter. We will analyze the
cone-beam reconstruction procedure of algebraic methods from a sampling theory point of
view which lets us identify and eliminate the additional set of problems that algebraic algorithms have in the cone-beam setting. Most of these problems stem from the circumstance
that in cone-beam the diverging rays sample and update the reconstruction grid in a nonuniform fashion, which leads to a considerable amount of aliasing-related noise artifacts for
cone angles greater than 20˚. Even though these artifacts may have never been noticeable
in high-contrast reconstructions, they become visible in the low-contrast case. We will then
devise several strategies to eliminate these artifacts. In our analysis, we will mainly concentrate on ART and SART, as they offer a relatively different perspective of the reconstruction process, but are yet of similar efficiency.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.1 moves ART into the cone beam setting,
analyzes its shortcomings and presents solutions to overcome these deficiencies. Next, Section 4.2 discusses the use of SART for cone-beam reconstruction. Finally, Section 4.3 puts
everything together and presents a variety of results obtained with our algebraic reconstruction testbed software. In this section, the effects of a wide range of ART parameters on both
reconstruction quality and speed are investigated. The studied factors include: the value and
functional variation of the relaxation coefficient λ, the relevance of volume initialization,
and the effect of the algebraic correction algorithm (ART vs. SART).

4.1 Modified ART for Accurate Cone-Beam Reconstruction
In this section, we investigate the accuracy of ART in the context of low-contrast 3D cone44

beam reconstruction. We will find that ART in its present form is unsuitable in the conebeam setting as it produces reconstructions with significant reconstruction artifacts. Henceforth, we will prescribe a number of modifications of ART’s projection and backprojection
mechanisms with which accurate reconstructions can be obtained, and which do not compromise the efficiency of ART. For quality assessment we will use a 3D extension of the
Shepp-Logan brain phantom [61], similar to the one due to Axelsson [3]. The definition of
our phantom is given in Table 4.1, while two orthogonal slices across the phantom are
shown in Figure 4.1. From this phantom, we analytically compute 80 projection images of
128×128 pixels each, forcing equation (2.1) to be slightly underdetermined. The projections are obtained at equidistant angles ϕ within a range of [0, 180˚+γ], where γ/2 is the
cone half-angle.

ellipsoid

Angle
(degrees)

x

y

z

x

y

z

θ

φ

1

0.0

0.0

0.0

69.0

90.0

92.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

2

0.0

0.0

-1.84

66.24

88.0

87.4

0.0

0.0

-0.98

3

-22.0

-25.0

0.0

41.0

21.0

16.0

72.0

0.0

-0.02

4

22.0

-25.0

0.0

31.0

22.0

11.0

-72.0

0.0

-0.02

5

0.0

-25.0

35.0

21.0

35.0

25.0

0.0

0.0

0.01

6

0.0

-25.0

10.0

4.6

4.6

4.6

0.0

0.0

0.01

7

-8.0

-25.0

-60.5

4.6

2.0

2.3

0.0

0.0

0.01

8

6.0

-25.0

-60.5

4.6

2.0

2.3

90.0

0.0

0.01

9

6.0

6.25

-10.5

5.6

10.0

4.0

90.0

0.0

0.02

10

0.0

62.5

10.0

5.6

10.0

5.6

0.0

0.0

-0.02

11

0.0

-25.0

-10.0

4.6

4.6

4.6

0.0

0.0

0.01

12

0.0

-25.0

-60.5

2.3

2.3

2.3

0.0

0.0

0.01

Center (mm)

Half-axis (mm)

dens.

TABLE 4.1 The definition of our 3D extension of the Shepp-Logan phantom [61], similar to
the one used by [3]. The angles θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal angles of the ellipsoid zaxis. The scanner rotates about the y-axis.

Although detailed quantitative results are postponed to Section 4.3, we would like to illustrate the material in this section by the use of some examples. These examples will assume
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4.1: Slices across the 3D Shepp-Logan brain phantom: (a) y=-25mm, (b) z=8mm.
The pixel intensities in these and all other slice images presented in this paper were thresholded to the interval [1.0,1.04] to improve the displayed contrast of the brain features. For
example, the contrast between the three small tumors in the lower portion of the slice in (a)
and the background matter is only 0.5% of the full density range.

certain settings of parameters such as λ, and V(0), which will later be shown to be a good
compromise between accuracy and speed of convergence.

4.1.1 Reconstruction artifacts in traditional cone-beam ART
Let us now use the ART algorithm of equation (2.11) to reconstruct a 1283 volume from 80
projections with γ=60˚. λ is set to 0.08 and V(0)=0. The reconstruction result of slice y=25mm after 3 iterations is shown in Figure 4.2a. Here, we observe significant reconstruction artifacts which obliterate the small tumors in the lower image regions almost completely. For a comparison, Figure 4.2b shows a 3D reconstruction from parallel beam data
with the same algorithm and parameter settings. No significant artifacts are present in that
case.
Thus the artifacts must result from the cone-beam configuration in which rays emanate
from the source and traverse the volume in a diverging fashion before finally hitting the
projection plane. It may be suspected that it is this diverging nature of the rays that causes
the reconstruction artifacts in Figure 4.2a. And indeed, more evidence is provided by Figure 4.3, where we show the reconstruction volume of a solid sphere (diameter=0.75n) after
the first correction image (at ϕ=0˚) was applied, for both 60˚ cone-beam data (Figure 4.3a)
and parallel-beam data (Figure 4.3b). In these figures, we choose the z-axis to coincide with
the beam direction and zc to be the location of the volume center slice perpendicular to the
beam direction (see also Figure 4.4). In the cone-beam correction of Figure 4.3a, the nonuniform density distribution in the volume center slice along the cone direction (Figure
4.3a, side view) can be easily noticed. We see that much more energy is deposited in the
volume slices close to the source where the ray density is high (Figure 4.3a, near slice,
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4.2: (a) The slice of Figure 4.1a reconstructed with traditional ART from cone-beam
projection data (λ=0.08, γ=60˚, V(0)=0, 3 iterations). Notice the significant stripe artifacts that
completely obliterate the small tumors. (b) A reconstruction of the same slice from parallel
beam data using the same algorithm and parameter settings. This reconstruction does not have
the strong artifacts of (a).

z=zn=zc-0.25n), while only little energy is deposited in the volume slices further away from
the source where the ray density is low (Figure 4.3a, far slice, z=zf=zc+0.25n). In particular,
the far slice displays a grid-like pattern which indicates an undersampling of the volume by
the rays in this slice. This inadequate ray sampling rate potentially gives rise to aliasing,
which is very likely to have caused the reconstruction artifacts of Figure 4.2a. The effects
of aliasing are amplified since in ART the volume is projected and updated continuously,
with every projection introducing additional aliasing into the reconstruction.
In contrast to the cone-beam case, the parallel-beam correction, shown in Figure 4.3b, provides a homogeneous density distribution. No excess density is deposited in the near slice
at z=zn and no aliasing-prone, grid-like pattern is generated in the far slice at z=zf. Thus
reconstruction artifacts are unlikely to occur and, indeed, have not been observed in Figure
4.2b. In the following section, we will now investigate our observations more formally.

4.1.2 New scheme for projection/backprojection to prevent reconstruction artifacts
Both the projection and the backprojection algorithms must be adapted to avoid the aliasing
problems outlined in the previous section. These enhancements make it necessary to modify ART’s basic correction algorithm. We now describe these new concepts in more detail.
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(a)

(b)

side view

near slice, z=zn

far slice, z=zf

FIGURE 4.3: Reconstruction of a solid sphere (diameter=0.75n) after one correction at ϕ=0˚
was applied: (a) cone angle γ=60˚, (b) parallel beam, γ=0˚. The side view shows a cut across
the center of the volume along z, e.g. the direction of the cone beam. With z=zc being the location of the volume center slice perpendicular to the cone direction (see also Figure 4.4), the
near slice is the volume slice at z=z n =z c -0.25n and the far slice is the volume slice at
z=zf=zc+0.25n. Notice the uneven density distribution for the cone-beam reconstruction, while
for parallel-beam the density is uniformly distributed.

4.1.2.1 Adapting the projection algorithm for cone-beam ART
( k)

In the usual implementation of ART, a pixel value p i
( k)
pi

N

=

∑ vj wij
i=1

is computed by the ray integral:

N

=

∑ vj h ( ri)

(4.1)

i=0

where ri is the ray going from the source to image pixel i, and h is the interpolation kernel
function h pre-integrated in the direction of ray ri. The ART weight factor wij that deter( k)
mines the amount of influence of voxel vj on the pixel sum p i is thus given by h ( r i ) .
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Although in ART a volume is updated for each ray separately, it is convenient for our discussion to treat all rays that belong to one projection image as an ensemble and act as if grid
correction is performed only after all image rays have completed their forward projection.
Doing so allows us to use principles from sampling theory to explain and subsequently
eliminate the reconstruction artifacts observed before. We admit that this approach is
slightly incorrect since in ART the projection sum of a ray belonging to a particular projection image always contains the grid corrections performed by the previous ray(s) of the
same projection image. Due to this circumstance the projections and corrections obtained
with ray-based ART and image-based ART are not strictly the same. However, this simplification has only a minor effect on the correctness of our analysis.
Consider now Figure 4.4a where the 2D case is illustrated. Here, the dashed lines denote
the linear rays along which the volume is integrated. The rays that emanate from the source
traverse the volume in form of a curved rayfront. Within this curved rayfront the rate ωr=1/
Tr at which the ensemble of rays samples the grid is constant (see Section 4.4). The further
the rayfront is away from the source, the smaller is the ray ensemble’s grid sampling rate.
If one characterizes the position of the rayfront by the closest distance from the source, s(z),
then there is a s(z)=z=zc at which the rayfront samples the grid at exactly the grid sampling
rate ωg, e.g., ωr=ωg=1/Tg. Then, for z<zc, the rayfront sampling rate is higher than the grid
sampling rate, while for z>zc, the rayfront sampling rate is lower than the grid sampling
rate. For our discussion, we approximate the curved rayfronts by planar rayfronts or slices
(see Section 4.4 for an error analysis). Thus, in Figure 4.4a, zn is the location of the near
slice of Figure 4.3 and zf is the location of the far slice.
We mentioned earlier that by placing an interpolation kernel h at each grid voxel j and scaling it by the grid voxel’s value vj, we obtain a field of overlapping interpolation kernels that
reconstructs the discrete grid function fs into a continuous function f. Let us now decompose the volume into an infinite set of parallel slices along z. The contribution of a voxel j
to the function g(z) represented by a slice is then given by the 2D intersection of its interpolation kernel and the slice, denoted h(z), while the sum of all scaled kernel intersections
( k)
h(z) produces the continuous slice function g(z). A ray integral for pixel value p i is then
computed by sampling all slices in the ray direction along z, which changes equation (4.1)
into:
( k)
pi

N

=

N

∫ ∑ vj wij ( z ) = ∫ ∑ vj h ( z, ri )
z j=1

(4.2)

z j=1

The rayfront as a whole produces a sampled slice image gs(z) at each depth z (see Figure
4.4b). Hence, a complete projection image can be formed by adding these sampled slice
( k)
images gs(z). This leads to an alternate expression for p i :
( k)

pi

=

(4.3)

∫ gs ( z, iTr )
z

Figure 4.4b illustrates that the ray sampling rate 1/Tr within each sampled slice image is not
constant but is a linear function of z.
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FIGURE 4.4: Perspective projection for the 2D case. (a) Rays emanate from the source into
the volume along a curved rayfront which position is quantified by s(z), the closest distance of
the rayfront to the source. For our discussion, we approximate the curved rayfronts by planar
rayfronts or slices. Then, zc is the location of the volume center slice, zn is the location of the
near slice of Figure 4.3a and zf is the location of the far slice of Figure 4.3a. (b) Slice images
gs(z) for z=zn, zc, and zf. The sampling period Tr in each of the slice images is determined by
the distance z of the slice image from the source: Tr(zn)<Tr(zc)<Tr(zf).

The process in which an ensemble of rays in a rayfront at depth z generates a sampled slice
image gs(z) can be decomposed into two steps:
1. Reconstruction of the discrete grid signal fs(z) into a continuous signal f(z) by convolving fs(z) with the interpolation filter h.
2. Sampling f(z) by a comb function with period Tr=Tgz/zc.
This can be written as:
y
y
g s ( z, iT r ) = comb  -----  ⋅  f s ( z, kT g ) ✻ h  -----  
 Tr  
 Tg  
y
y
= comb  -----------------  ⋅  f s ( z, kT g ) ✻ h  -----  
 Tg z ⁄ zc  
 Tg  
Here, and in all following equations, k ∈ ℵ .
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(4.4)

In the frequency domain, equation (4.4) is expressed as follows:
∞
v  
1
v 

G s ( z, v ) = -----------------comb ----------------- ✻  ∑ F ( v – k ⋅ ω g ) ⋅ H  ------  
 ωg  
 ωg zc ⁄ z  
ωg zc ⁄ z
–∞

=

∞

∞

–∞

–∞

(4.5)

∑ F ( v – k ⋅ ωg zc ⁄ z) = ∑ F ( v – k ⋅ ωr)

using the relationship
∞

X ⋅ comb ( vX ) =

(4.6)

∑ δ  v – --X- 
k

i=∞

If the backprojection is performed correctly, we must assume that the grid contains frequencies of up to but not greater than ωg/2. Then, since h has bandwidth ωg and subsequently f=h✻fs has also bandwidth ωg, there is a chance that the signal aliases of Gs overlap
in the frequency domain whenever ωr<ωg, i.e., z>zc (see Figure 4.6a and b). Thus each slice
with z>zc potentially contributes an aliased signal to the composite projection image.
We can fix this problem by adding a lowpass filter LP between H and the sampling process
for all slices with z>zc:
v
1
G s ( z, v ) = -----------------comb  ----------------- 
 ωg zc ⁄ z 
ωg zc ⁄ z


∞

(4.7)


-  ⋅ L  -----------------  
∑ F ( v – k ⋅ ωg ) ⋅ H  ----ωg  P  ωg zc ⁄ z  

v

v

✻

z > zc

–∞

An efficient way of implementing this concept is to pre-convolve H with a lowpass filter
Lp, say a boxfilter B of width z/zc, and use this new filter HB in place of H for interpolation.
An alternative method is to simply decrease the bandwidth of H to ωgzc/z. which gives rise
to a filter H’:
v
1
G s ( z, v ) = -----------------comb  ----------------- 
 ωg zc ⁄ z 
ωg zc ⁄ z


∞

(4.8)


F ( v – k ⋅ ω g ) ⋅ H  -----------------  
∑
 ωg zc ⁄ z  

v

✻

z > zc

–∞

This technique was also used in [62] to achieve accurate perspective volume rendering with
the splatting technique. The frequency response of H’ is shown in Figure 4.5a for the slice
at z=zf where z f ⁄ z c = 1.42T g . The frequency response of HB is also shown. We notice that
the frequency responses of both filters are similar and we also observe that both effectively
limit the bandwidth to ωr=0.7ωg. Note, however, that although reducing the bandwidth of
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h for z>zc properly separates the signal aliases, the upper frequency bands of the grid signal
in these regions have been filtered out by the lowpass operation and will not contribute to
the projection images (see Figure 4.6c).
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FIGURE 4.5: (a) Frequency response of the interpolation filter H’ and the combined filter HB,
at z ⁄ z = 1.42 T g , (b) Impulse response of the same filters h’ and hb at z/zc=1.42Tg (dashf c
dot: h’, solid: hb).

According to the Fourier scaling property, h’ is obtained from h by stretching and attenuating it in the spatial domain. The sampled slice signal is then:
1
y
y
g s ( z, iT r ) = comb  -----  ⋅  f s ( z, kT g ) ✻ ----------h  -----------------  
 Tr  

z ⁄ zc Tg z ⁄ zc  

z > zc

(4.9)

This filter h’ is shown in Figure 4.5b and is also contrasted with hb. The spatial extent of
hb is |hb|=|h|+|b|, while the spatial extent of h’ is |h’|=|b||h|=z/zc|h| (for Tg=1.0). Thus for
|b|<|h|/(|h|-1), |h’|<|hb|. Therefore, if |h|=4.0, then as long as z/zc<1.33, h’ is more efficient
to use for interpolation. Since the majority of all interpolations occur in this range, the use
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of h’ is to be preferred.
Finally, although one must use a stretched and attenuated version of h to lowpass f before
sampling it into gs when z>zc, one cannot use a narrow and magnified version of h when
z<zc. Doing so would increase h’s bandwidth above ωg and would introduce higher order
aliases of fs into the reconstructed f (see Figure 4.6d). Hence, we must use h in its original
width when z<zc (Figure 4.6e).
Not only the ART projection step is affected by the non-uniform grid sampling rate of the
cone-beam rays, the backprojection step must also be adapted. This is discussed next.
4.1.2.2 Adapting the backprojection algorithm for cone-beam ART
In backprojection, just like in forward projection, the volume is traversed by an ensemble
of divergent rays. However, in backprojection the rays do not traverse the volume to gather
densities, instead they deposit (corrective) density into the volume. In other words, the volume now samples and interpolates the ensemble of (correction) rays instead of the rays
sampling and interpolating the volume. For the following discussion recall that, for convenience, we assume that all Nr rays of a projection Pϕ first complete their projection and then
all simultaneously correct the volume voxels. Let us now again decompose the volume into
an infinite set of slices along the z axis, oriented perpendicular to the beam direction, and
consider the corrections for the voxels within each slice separately. Each ray ri carries with
it a correction factor corri, computed by the fraction in equation (2.11). Like in the projection phase, we use h(z) as the interpolation filter within a slice. Then the total correction dvj
to update vj is given by the sum of all ray corrections corri, 1≤i≤Nr, for voxel j within a
slice, integrated over all slices. This gives rise to the following equation which is similar to
equation (4.2):
Nr

dv j =

Nr

∫ ∑ corri ⋅ wij ( z ) = ∫ ∑ corri ⋅ h ( z, ri )
z i=1

(4.10)

z i=1

This equation is in line with the traditional viewpoint of ART. Let us now consider an alternative representation that will help us to explain the aliasing artifacts of cone-beam. We
observe from Figure 4.4 that the intersection of the ensemble of rays with a slice, say the
one at z=zf, gives rise to a discrete image cs(z) with the pixel values being the correction
factors corri. Note that the pixel rate in the cs(z) is a linear function of z, which is equivalent
to the situation for the gs(z) in the projection case (illustrated in Figure 4.4b). In order to
compute the correction factors dvj, the voxel grid then samples and interpolates each of the
slice images cs(z) into a correction image ds(z) with constant pixel period Tg, and each
voxel j integrates all its correction factors in the ds(z) along z. Again, we use h(z) as the
interpolation filter within a slice, only now it is indexed by the discrete voxel locations and
not by the traversing rays. The correction dvj for voxel j can then be expressed as follows:
Nr

dv j = ∫

∑

z i=1

c s ( z, iT r ) h ( z, v j ) =

∫ ds ( z, jTg )
z
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(4.11)
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FIGURE 4.6: Grid projection at different slice depths in the frequency domain. Shown in the
left column is the frequency spectrum of the sampled grid signal, Fs, with the filter H super-

imposed. In the center column is the reconstructed signal F, while in the right column
is the reconstructed F resampled into the slice image Gs.
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Let us concentrate on one interpolated correction image ds(z). Since the interpolated signal
is now the ensemble of rays and the sampling process is now the volume grid, the roles of
ωr and ωg in equations (4.4) and (4.5) are reversed. The interpolation of the rayfront slice
image cs(z) into a correction image ds(z) by the voxel grid can be decomposed into two
steps:
1. Reconstruction of the discrete correction rayfront signal cs(z) into a continuous signal
c(z) by convolving cs(z) with the interpolation filter h. Notice that, for now, in order to
capture the whole frequency content of cs, we set the bandwidth of h to the bandwidth
of the rayfront grid, 1/Tr=zc/zTg. This is a new approach to ART, as usually the bandwidth of h is always set to ωg, along with an amplitude scale factor of 1.0.
2. Sampling c(z) into ds(z) by a comb function with period Tg.
This is formally written as:
y
y
d s ( z, jT g ) = comb  -----  ⋅  c s ( z, kT r ) ✻ h  -----  
 Tg  
 Tr  

(4.12)

y
y
= comb  -----  ⋅  c s ( z, kT g z ⁄ z c ) ✻ h  -----------------  
 Tg  
 Tg z ⁄ zc  
In the frequency domain, this is expressed as follows:
∞
v 
1
v 

D s ( z, v ) = ------ comb ------ ✻  ∑ C ( v – k ⋅ ω r ) ⋅ H  ------  
 ωg  
 ωr  
ωg

(4.13)

–∞

∞

=

∑ C ( v – k ⋅ ωg)

∞

=

–∞

∑ C ( v – k ⋅ ωr z ⁄ zc)
–∞

again using the relationship of equation (4.6). Since C’s bandwidth is always ωr, constrained by H, we get overlapping aliases in Ds when z<zc (see Figure 4.6b). However,
when z≥zc, no overlap occurs (Figure 4.6a). This means that only for z<zc we need to limit
H to the bandwidth of the grid, ωg, resulting in a filter H’ (Figure 4.6c). For all other z, we
use the bandwidth of the rayfront ωr. More formally:
∞
v 
1
v 

D s ( z, v ) = ------ comb ------ ✻  ∑ C ( v – k ⋅ ω r ) ⋅ H  ------  
 ωg  
 ωg  
ωg

z < zc

–∞
∞


v 
1
v
= ------ comb  ------  ✻  ∑ C ( v – k ⋅ ω r ) ⋅ H  -----------------  
 ωg  
 ωr z ⁄ zc  
ωg
–∞
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(4.14)
z < zc

Again, according to the Fourier scaling property, h’ is obtained from h by stretching and
attenuating it in the spatial domain. The sampled slice signal is then:
1
y
y
d s ( z, jT g ) = comb  -----  ⋅  c s ( z, kT r ) ✻ ----------h  ----------------  
 Tg  
zc ⁄ z  Tr zc ⁄ z  
1
y
y
= comb  -----  ⋅  c s ( z, kT r ) ✻ ----------h  -----  
 Tg  
zc ⁄ z  Tg  

z < zc

(4.15)

z < zc

Thus for z<zc the bandwidth of H’ is ωg and the scaling factor in the spatial domain is z/zc.
Reducing the amplitude of h when z<zc prevents the over-exposure of corrective density in
the volume slices near the source (as evident in Figure 4.3a). On the other hand, for z>zc,
the bandwidth of H’ is ωr=ωgzc/z and the scaling factor in the spatial domain is 1.0. Increasing the width of h when z>zc prevents the under-exposure of some voxels in the volume
slices far from the source and facilitates a homogenous distribution of the corrective
energy. If we used a more narrow filter for z>zc then we would introduce the higher order
aliases of cs(z) into the reconstructed c(z), which is manifested by the aliased grid-like pattern in the far-slice of Figure 4.3a (see also Figure 4.6d and e).
Note that if projection and backprojection are performed with the proper filtering as
described here, then the reconstruction volume will never contain frequencies greater than
ωg. Thus our previous argument that the grid projection may assume that the volume frequencies never exceed ωg is correct. Of course, there is a small amount of aliasing introduced by the imperfect interpolation filter, but these effects can be regarded negligeable as
the Bessel-Kaiser filter has a rather fast decay in its stop-band (see Figure 4.5a).
4.1.2.3 Putting everything together
Since we are using an interpolation kernel that is pre-integrated into a 2D footprint table we
cannot represent the depth dependent kernel size accurately and still use the same footprint
everywhere in the volume. An accurate implementation would have to first distort the 3D
kernel with respect to the depth coordinate z and then integrate it along z. Since the amount
of distortion changes for every z, we would have to do this process for every voxel anew.
Since this is rather inefficient, we use an approximation that utilizes the generic footprint
table of an undistorted kernel function and simply stretches it by zv/zc whenever appropriate. Here, zv is the depth coordinate of the voxel center. Thus the volume regions covered
by the voxel kernel for which z<zv are lowpassed too much, while for z>zv the amount of
lowpassing is less than required. However, since the kernel extent is rather small and the
volume bandlimit rarely reaches the Nyquist limit, this error is not significant.
Another issue is how one goes about estimating the local sampling rate ωr of the grid of
rays. Highest accuracy is obtained when the curved representation of the rayfronts is used
(see Figure 4.4). In this case one would compute the normal distance between the set of
neighboring rays traversing the voxel for which the kernel needs to be stretched (see also
Section 4.4). An easier way that is nevertheless a good approximation is to just use the
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FIGURE 4.7: Backprojection at different slice depths in the frequency domain. Shown in the
left column is the frequency spectrum of the discrete correction signal, Cs, with the filter H

superimposed. In the center column is the reconstructed correction signal C, while in
the right column is the reconstructed C resampled into the grid slice image Ds.
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voxel’s z-coordinate in conjunction with the method of similar triangles to estimate ωr (see
Section 4.4 for a quantitative error analysis). This approximates the curved rayfronts to planar rayfronts, as we did in our theoretical treatment. Various fast algorithms for the estimation of ωr are subject of the next chapter.
Since the interpolation kernel is stretched and scaled differently for projection and backprojection, the computed weights in these stages are different as well. Thus equation (2.11)
changes to:
N

( k + 1)

vj

( k)

= vj

pi –

∑ win vn
F k

B

n=1
- w ij
+ λ ---------------------------------N

∑

F

(4.16)
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FIGURE 4.8: Reconstruction with ART utilizing the new variable-width interpolation kernels:
(a) The cone-cut of Figure 4.3a after one projection was processed: we observe a uniform distribution of the correction factors. (b) The slice of Figure 4.1a (λ=0.08, γ=60˚, V(0)=0, 3 iterations): the cone-beam reconstruction artifacts apparent in Figure 4.2a were successfully
eliminated by using the new filter.

F

B

Here, w i n is the weight factor used for the forward projection and w i n is the weight factor
used for backward projection.
Figure 4.8 shows images of a reconstruction obtained with the same parameters settings
than Figure 4.2a, but using the new approach for cone-beam ART. Figure 4.8a shows the
cone-cut of Figure 4.3a after one projection was processed. As was to be expected, the correction cone has now uniform intensity. Finally, Figure 4.8b shows the reconstructed slice
of Figure 4.1a. Here we observe that this reconstruction no longer displays the strong aliasing artifacts that dominated Figure 4.2a.
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4.2 3D Cone-Beam Reconstruction with SART
Let us now investigate SART and its behavior in the cone-beam setting. The bracketed part
in the numerator of equation (2.17) is equivalent to the numerator of equation (2.11).
Hence, the projection process of SART is identical to the one of ART and Section 4.1.2.1
applies again. However, SART’s backprojection process differs from the one of ART. In
contrast to ART, in SART, after the ray grid has been interpolated by the volume grid, a
voxel correction is first normalized by the sum of influential interpolation filter weights
before it is added to the voxel. This changes equation (4.10) to:
Nr

Nr

Nr

∫ ∑ corri ⋅ wij ( z ) ∫ ∑ corri ⋅ h ( z, ri ) ∑ corri ⋅ h ( ri )

z i=1
z i=1
=1
- = ------------------------------------------------ = i---------------------------------------dv j = --------------------------------------------N
N
N
r

∫ ∑ wij ( z )
z i=1

r

∫ ∑ h ( z, ri)
z

i=1

(4.17)

r

∑ h ( ri)
i=1

We will see that this provides for a smoothly interpolated correction signal, even when the
bandwidth of the interpolation filter is a constant ωg, as is the case in the traditional ART
and SART approaches. Let us now illustrate this behavior by ways of an example, illustrated in Figure 4.9. Here, we utilize a uniform discrete correction signal (spikes, cs(z) in
Section 4.1.2.2), a 1D version of the one used in Figure 4.3, and a linear interpolation filter
h (dotted line) for ease of illustration. In this figure, we show the result of the signal reconstruction with h, i.e., the signal c(z) prior to sampling into ds(z) by the voxel grid. Consider
now Figure 4.9a, where the situation for z<zc is depicted. In this case, the uniform correction signal has a rate ωr>ωg. In accordance to our previous results, we see that if cs(z) is
reconstructed with traditional ART utilizing an h with constant bandwidth ωg, we obtain a
signal c(z)ART with an amplitude much higher than the original correction signal. We know
that we can avoid this problem by reducing the interpolation filter magnitude, which gives
var. kern.
rise to the correctly scaled signal c ( z ) ART
. The correction signal reconstructed with
SART, c(z)SART, on the other hand, does not require a reduction of the interpolation filter
amplitude, since for each voxel the sum of interpolated ray corrections is normalized by the
sum of the respective interpolation filter weights. Thus, with SART the reconstructed correction signal has always the correct amplitude. For z>zc (see Figure 4.9b) when ωr<ωg, we
observe an aliased signal of half the grid frequency for c(z)ART instead of the expected constant signal. Sampling c(z)ART into ds(z) would then result in a grid-like pattern, similar to
the one observed in the far slice of Figure 4.3a. We know, however, from the previous discussion that we can eliminate this effect by widening h with respect to ωr. This yields the
var. kern.
correct signal c ( z ) ART . For SART, on the other hand, a smooth and uniform c(z)SART
of correct amplitude is obtained even with the original interpolation filter width - again due
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to the normalization step.
var. kern.

c (z)SART and c ( z ) ART
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FIGURE 4.9: Reconstructing a uniform discrete correction signal cs(z) (spikes) into the continuous signal c(z) with ART and SART using a linear interpolation filter h (depicted here for a
bandwidth of ωg in a dotted line). Signal c(z)ART is the reconstruction of cs(z) with ART and
the traditional interpolation filter of bandwidth ωg. In case (a), when z<zc, the correction signal
is magnified, as in Figure 4.3a, near slice. In case (b), when z>zc, the correction signal is
aliased, as in Figure 4.3b, far slice. As previously discussed, we can avoid these effects using
variable interpolation kernels, i.e., by scaling the amplitude of h in case (a) and by widening h
var. kern.
in case (b), which yields the correct signal c ( z ) ART
in both cases. The normalization procedure of SART prevents magnification and aliasing artifacts and thus in both cases (a) and (b)
var. kern.
is produced.
a correctly reconstructed signal c(z)SART identical to c ( z ) ART

Consider now Figure 4.10a which shows the actual cone-cut of Figure 4.3a for SART. We
see that the distribution of correction energy is homogeneous, even though the bandwidth
of the interpolation filter was set to ωg everywhere in the volume. Finally, Figure 4.10b
shows a reconstruction obtained with SART under the same conditions than the previous
ART reconstructions. We observe that no significant reconstruction artifacts are noticeable.
Thus we can conclude that the SART approach is inherently more adequate for algebraic
cone-beam reconstruction than the traditional, unmodified, ART approach.

4.3 Results
In order to assess the goodness of the reconstructions, we define two figures of merit: (i)
the correlation coefficient CC between the original 3D Shepp-Logan brain phantom (SLP)
and the reconstructed volume and (ii) the background coefficient of variation CV. These
measures were also used by Ros et.al. [55].
We calculate CC within two selected regions of the SLP: (i) the entire inside of the head
(without the skull) and (ii) an ellipsoidal volume containing the three small SLP tumors, as
shown at the bottom of the brain section of Figure 4.1a and described by ellipsoids 7, 8, and
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4.10: Reconstruction with SART: (a) The cone-cut of Figure 4.3a, after one projection was processed. (b) The slice of Figure 4.1a (λ=0.3, γ=60˚, V(0)=0, 3 iterations). The aliasing artifacts apparent in Figure 4.2a do not exist.

12 in the SLP definition (see Table 4.1). While (i) measures the overall correlation of the
reconstructed volume with the original, (ii) captures the sensitivity of the reconstruction
algorithm to preserving small object detail. The CC is defined by:

∑ ( vi – µv) ( oi – µo)

i
CC = -------------------------------------------------------------------2
2
∑ ( vi – µv) ∑ ( oi – µo)
i

(4.18)

i

where oi and vi are the values of the voxels in the original phantom volume and the reconstructed volume, respectively, and µo and µv are their means.
The background coefficient of variation CV is calculated within four ellipsoidal featureless
regions located in different areas of the SLP. Since these regions are ideally uniform, CV
represents a good measure for the noise present in the reconstructed SLP. The overall CV
is the average of the four individual CVs and is defined as:
4
1 σi
CV = --- ∑ ----4 µv

(4.19)

i

where σi is the standard deviation of the voxel values within region i.
Using CV and CC to assess reconstruction quality, we have conducted a thorough study of
the effects of various parameter settings:
• The initial state of the reconstruction volume: (i) zero, (ii) the average value of one of
the projection images, properly scaled, and (iii) the average value of the SLP brain
matter (e.g. 1.02). The last initialization method is hard to achieve in practice, since
one usually does not know the average value of the reconstructed object in advance.
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• The setting of the relaxation coefficient λ: experiments revealed that values in the
range of [0.02, 0.5] yielded reconstructions that offered the best balance with respect
to reconstruction quality and number of iterations. Therefore, reconstructions were
obtained for λ=0.5, 0.3, 0.1, 0.08, 0.05, and 0.02.
• Time-weighted variation of λ during the first iteration: starting from 10% of the final
value we have used: (i) immediate update to the final value, (ii) a linear increase and
(iii) an increase due to a shifted cosine function (similar to [1]).
• The correction algorithm: (i) ART and (ii) SART.
• The size of the interpolation kernel: (i) constant and (ii) depth-dependent, as described
in Section 4.1.2.
• The cone angle: 20˚, 40˚, and 60˚.
• The number of iterations: 1 through 10.
During our experiments we found that there is no significant difference in reconstruction
quality whether λ is varied linearly or with a cosine function. Thus we only report results
using a linear variation.
Figure 4.11 shows a number of plots illustrating CC and CV for various reconstruction
methods and parameter settings. Figure 4.12 shows reconstructed SLP slice images after 3
iterations. The number of 3 iterations was chosen because the plots indicate that after this
number of iterations both CC and CV have reached a level close to their final value. In both
Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 the following terminology is used. Each parameter combination is described by a 3 digit code. The first digit codes the size of the interpolation kernel
(C for constant, V for variable, depth-dependent). The second digit codes the volume initialization method (- for zero, I for projection average, I* for SLP average). Lastly, the third
digit codes the function at which λ is varied during the first iteration (- for no variation, G
for linear increase). Reconstructions were obtained for each combination of parameter settings over the length of 10 iterations for all six settings of λ. In order to keep the amount of
presented data manageable, we do not plot the effect of λ in Figure 4.11. Instead, at every
iteration and parameter combination we pick the lowest CV or highest CC, respectively,
that was obtained in the set of six λ-dependent reconstructions. As the ideal λ is somewhat
object-dependent anyway [25], this does not represent a serious trade-off. During the
course of our experiments, we found that for ART and the SLP the λ that produces good
reconstructions within four iterations is somewhere around 0.08, for SART this λ setting is
around 0.3.
Figure 4.11a-c shows the CC for the SLP tumors at a cone angle of 40˚ for the three main
correction methods used: ART using the constant interpolation kernel, ART using the variable-size interpolation kernel, and SART using both kernels. In Figure 4.11a we see that
the reconstructions for G are always better than the respective ones without G. Since it is
not any costlier to do G, the following plots will always use G. In Figure 4.11b we see that
reconstruction results with VIG are similar to the ones with VI*G. Since VI*G is not realistic anyway, we will use only VIG for the remaining discussion. In the same figure we also
observe that V-G, VI- and VI*- yield only marginally worse results than VIG, thus we will
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FIGURE 4.11: Correlation Coefficient (CC) and Background Coefficient of Variation (CV) for
ART and SART with constant and variable interpolation kernel size for 3 regions of the SLP (u
80 projections of 1282 pixels each). Each reconstruction was performed for λ=0.5, 0.3, 0.1,
0.08, 0.05, and 0.02, the graphs plot the highest CC/lowest CV of all λ settings at each iteration. (C: constant sized kernel, V: variable sized kernel, I: volume initialized to average of projection 0, I*: volume initialized to average of the SLP, G: linear increase of λ during the first
iteration, -: volume initialization to zero or constant λ.)
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FIGURE 4.11: Continued from previous page.

FIGURE 4.12: (next page): Reconstructions of the 3D Shepp-Logan brain phantom for cone
angles of 20˚, 40˚, and 60˚ with different ART and SART parameter settings.
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20˚ cone angle

eliminate these settings from further plots. Finally, in Figure 4.11c, we see that SART C-G
is either similar or always better than SART C--, and the same is true for SART V-G and
SART V--. Thus we will be using only SART C-G and SART V-G. Also, preceding experiments revealed that SART is not dependent on the initial state of the volume. This is
largely due to the circumstance that SART corrects the volume on an image basis, which
provides a good initialization after the first image was spread onto the volume.
The following plots (Figure 4.11d-l) illustrate the effects of the settings of the remaining
parameters on CC and CV. (Please use the legends inserted into Figure 4.11f and i). In Figure 4.11d, g, and j, we observe that when using the constant sized interpolation kernel for
ART, CC and CV for reconstructions at a 60˚ cone angle improve significantly as volume
initialization is made more accurate. This can also be seen in the reconstructed images
shown in the first column of Figure 4.12. If the volume is initialized to zero, the small SLP
tumors (and other portions of the image) are completely obliterated by aliasing artifacts
(ART C--). The artifacts are reduced somewhat if the volume is initialized to the average
value of one of the projection images (ART CIG). The artifacts are reduced further, but still
well noticeable, if the volume is initialized to the average value of the SLP brain matter
(ART CI*G). It is apparent that volume initialization alone cannot remove all artifacts.
However, the reconstructions obtained with the variable sized interpolation kernel in conjunction with ART and the ones obtained with SART are all artifact-free. The plots support
these observation with only SART and the ART V-methods having good CC and low CV.
The plots also indicate that reconstruction quality increases when SART is used with a Vkernel instead of a C-kernel, however, the improvements are not large. At the same token,
reconstruction quality also improves when the ART-V methods are used in conjunction
with volume initialization and gradually increasing relaxation coefficient, but the rate of
improvement is at a much smaller scale than in the ART-C case.
From the images in the second column in Figure 4.12 we observe that for a cone angle of
40˚ considerable artifacts around the tumors still remain for ART C-- and ART CIG. Again
notice the improvements with more accurate volume initialization. For ART CI*G, the artifacts are more attenuated but are still visible (however, note again that ART CI*G may not
always be realizable). On the other hand, with ART VIG and SART C-G, the artifacts are
completely eliminated. The plots of Figure 4.11e, h, and k support these observations: the
CCs are consistently higher, especially for small object detail like the SLP tumors, and the
CVs are consistently lower with the ART V-methods and SART than for the ART C-methods (with ART CI*G being closest to ART V and SART).
The plots of Figure 4.11f, i, and l indicate that for a smaller cone angle of 20˚ the differences between the methods are not as pronounced as for the larger cone angles, as long as
one initializes the volume at least with the average projection image value. The circumstance that ART VIG and SART maintain a marginally better CC for the SLP tumors in a
quantitative sense could be relevant for automated volume analysis and feature detection.
However, in a visual inspection the differences are hardly noticeable, as indicated in the
reconstruction images in the third column of Figure 4.12.
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4.4 Error Analysis
In Section 4.1 we used the approximate ray grid sampling rate ωr to simplify our analysis.
We shall now formally investigate the magnitude of the error committed by this approximation.
Consider Figure 4.13 where we show one of several ways to estimate the accurate ray grid
sampling rate ωˆ rat a volume grid position with z=zs and y=iTr. Here, i ∈ ℵ is the index of
the projection pixel and Tr is the distance between the points of intersection of the lines that
go from the source to the pixel boundaries with the volume slice plane being located at z=zs.
The method uses the perpendicular distance Tˆr between these two pixel bounding lines to
compute ω̂ r = 1 ⁄ Tˆr for the ray of pixel i. See the description in the caption of Figure 4.13
for a more detailed explanation.

y=iTg
p2
3Tg
2Tg
Tg
0
-Tg

Tˆr
Tg

ϕ

p1

Tr

zc

p0

z

zs

p-1

Projection plane
FIGURE 4.13: Computing the perpendicular ray distance Tˆr to estimate the accurate ray grid
sampling rate ωˆ r . The dashed line is the ray that traverses from the source through the center
of projection pixel i=2. The lines (shown in solid) that connect the pixel boundaries with the
source intersect the volume slice at z=zs. The distance between these intersections is Tr, and 1/
Tr was used in Section 4.1 as the approximate ray grid sampling rate. Tg is the period of the
volume grid and zc is the slice in which Tr=Tg. Finally, Tˆr is given by the perpendicular distance of the two pixel boundary rays at z=zs.

The perpendicular distance Tˆr is given by:
zs
zs
zc
zs Tg
Tˆr ≈ T r cos ϕ ≡ ---- T g cos ϕ = ---- T g ⋅ ------------------------------- = -----------------------------zc
zc
2
2
2
2
〈 iT g〉 + z c
〈 iT g〉 + z c

(4.20)

A plot of the rayfront for which Tˆr = T g = 1 is shown in Figure 4.14.
when using T instead of Tˆ for stretching the kernel functions is
The relative error e
stretch

r

r
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FIGURE 4.14: Shape of the rayfront with constant ωˆ . Here the case of ωˆ = 1.0 is shown.
r
r
In the regions on the left side of the curve the ray grid sampling rate is higher than the sampling rate of the volume grid, while in the regions on the right of the curve the ray grid sampling rate is lower than the volume grid sampling rate.

given by:
2

e stretch

2

zs Tg
zs
〈 iT g〉 + z c
= T r ⁄ Tˆr = 〈 ---- T g〉 ⁄ 〈 -------------------------------〉 = -----------------------------zc
zc
2
2
〈 iT g〉 + z c

(4.21)

estretch

This error is plotted in Figure 4.15. We observe that further away from the cone center the
kernel is stretched too much if the curved ray front is approximated by a planar rayfront to
estimate ωr. This means that the grid signal is overly smoothed when sampled. The maximum error of 15% occurs at the cone boundary, i.e., here the kernel is stretched 15% more
than necessary.

iTg
FIGURE 4.15: The relative error estretch when using Tr instead of Tˆr for stretching the kernel
functions.
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CHAPTER 5

CONE-BEAM RECONSTRUCTION
WITH ART: SPEED ISSUES
The previous chapter has shown how we can make algebraic methods accurate for the general cone-beam case. This chapter will demonstrate how they can be made efficient. The
ultimate goal is to reduce the cost of algebraic methods to a level at which they become feasible for routine clinical applications. A good measure to determine this level of feasibility
is the cost of the popular Filtered Backprojection (FBP) algorithm. However, we don’t necessarily need to match or exceed the computational expense of FBP (although that would,
of course, be the utmost desirable). We just need to get reasonably close to the cost of FBP,
as the many advantages that algebraic methods have over FBP will offset a small amount
of extra computational work (at least in those applications where ART actually produces
better results).
Most of the computational expense of ART is spent for grid projection and backprojection,
thus our main effort should go into optimizing these operations. It turns out that the computational cost and accuracy of grid projection is greatly affected by the perspective conebeam geometry. In the following sections, we will give a detailed description of two new,
highly accurate projection algorithms, one voxel-driven and one ray-driven, and analyze
their efficiency in both the parallel-beam and cone-beam setting. Although other voxeldriven projectors [67] and ray-driven projectors [31][33] have been described, these algorithms are only efficient for the parallel-beam case or do not allow the stretched interpolation kernels prescribed in Section 4.1 as necessary for accurate cone-beam reconstruction.
Furthermore, our new voxel-driven perspective projection algorithm is considerably more
accurate than the one described by Westover [67]. Our ray-driven algorithm, on the other
hand, is a 3D extension of the 2D algorithm proposed by Hanson and Wecksung [22].
However, a fast projection algorithm is not enough. We must also reduce the actual complexity of the overall projection-backprojection framework (refer to equation (1.6) and our
comments above). Ideally, we only want to do the computational equivalent of one projection operation per image instead of one projection and one backprojection. This can only
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be achieved by re-using some of the earlier computed results for later calculations, which
is a technique termed caching. Our paper will give caching schemes for both ART and
SART, which will bring the computational cost of these two popular algebraic methods
close to the theoretical cost of FBP methods. These reduction factors will then be discussed
in the framework of equation (1.6), and a final feasibility analysis will contrast algebraic
methods with FBP in terms of cost to determine ART’s utility in a clinical setting.
Thus the outline of this chapter is as follows. After presenting relevant previous work in
Section 5.1, we describe, in Section 5.2, a new voxel-driven projection algorithm for conebeam that is considerably more accurate for perspective projection than existing ones, but
does not improve the state of the art in terms of speed. With this in mind, we present, in
Section 5.3, a new ray-driven projection algorithm for cone-beam ART and SART that is
both accurate and efficient. Next, in Section 5.4, we discuss various caching schemes that
reduce the overall complexity of ART and SART and speed these methods up considerably.
Finally, Section 5.5 puts everything together and presents a variety of results obtained with
our ART testbed software. We conclude, in Section 5.6, with an analysis of the feasibility
of algebraic methods for routine clinical use. Two appendices have been added, in Section
5.7, to discuss two side-issues raised in the main text.

5.1 Previous Work
While the concept of representing a volume by a field of interpolation kernels and pre-integrating a 3D kernel into a 2D footprint is common to all existing splatting-type implementations, the strategy chosen to map the footprint table onto the screen (in the voxel-driven
approach) or to map the rays into the footprint table (in the ray-driven approach) varies. The
mapping task is facilitated since we only use spherically symmetric kernels and cubic grids,
which yields a circular footprint. For voxel-driven splatting, both Westover [67] and Matej
and Lewitt [33] simply map the circular footprint to the projection screen for one voxel and
use incremental shifts for the remaining voxels at that projection angle. This, however, is
only correct for parallel projections, since in perspective projection the elliptical shape and
size of the footprint is different for every voxel. (More detail is given in Section 5.2.)
In the case of ray-driven splatting we again assume a spherically symmetric interpolation
kernel, but here the approaches are more diverse. For instance, Lewitt [31] computes the
magnitude of the cross-product of the ray unit vector with the vector from a point on the
ray to the voxel center. This yields the perpendicular distance of the ray to the voxel center
which can be used to index a 1D footprint table storing the radially symmetric projection
of the 3D kernel. Efficient incremental algorithm can then be used to find all other voxel
distances along the ray. This approach, however, is not appropriate for cone-beam reconstruction, as it does not allow independent footprint stretching in the two ray sheet directions. In another approach, Matej and Lewitt [33] decompose the voxel grid into a set of 2D
slices. Here, the orientation of the slices is that orientation most parallel to the image plane.
Recall that a footprint is the pre-integrated kernel function in the direction of a ray, thus a
footprint is not necessarily planar with the slice planes. The authors project this footprint
function onto a slice plane which results in an elliptical footprint. Since in parallel projec70

tion all rays for a given projection angle have the same angle with the volume slices, this
re-mapped elliptical footprint can be used for all slices and for all rays that are spawned for
a given projection orientation. Simple incremental algorithms can be designed to trace a ray
across the volume slices, computing all indices into the elliptical footprints that are intersected. However, for perspective projection, every ray has a different orientation, necessitating a footprint re-mapping for every ray, which is inefficient both to compute on the fly
and to store. A more appropriate approach was outlined for the 2D case by Hanson and
Wecksung [22]. These authors model a 2D ray as an implicit line equation. If one runs a
line parallel to the ray across the center of a given voxel, then the offset difference of the
equations of these two lines yield the perpendicular distance of the ray to the voxel center.
This distance can then be used to index a 1D footprint table. Our ray-driven approach is a
3D extension of this algorithm, optimized for speed, that enables the efficient use of the
same footprint table for all projection rays everywhere in the volume.

5.2 An Accurate Voxel-Driven Splatting Algorithm for ConeBeam ART
Let us first introduce some terminology. As suggested by Crawfis and Max [8], we can
think of the interpolation kernel footprint as a polygon with a superimposed texture map
that is placed in object (volume) space. Here, the texture map is given by the projected kernel function, i.e. the array of line integrals. For the remainder of our discussion we will refer
to the footprint in object space as the footprint polygon, while the projection of the footprint
polygon onto the image plane will be called the footprint image. Recall that splatting accumulates the same value in a pixel on the image plane as a ray would accumulate when traversing the volume. Thus, when projecting the footprint polygon to obtain the line integral
for the pixel in the footprint image we must ensure that we position the footprint polygon
orthogonal to the direction of the sight-ray in object space. The line integrals are retrieved
from the footprint table by indexing it at the ray-footprint polygon intersection point. Thus,
for splatting to be accurate, the 2D footprint must be mapped to the pixel as if the ray emanating from the pixel had traversed it at a perpendicular angle. Only then does the lookedup pre-integrated integral match the true kernel integration of the ray. Westover’s perspective extension to voxel-driven splatting violates this condition at three instances:
• He does not align the footprint polygon perpendicularly to the voxel center ray when
calculating the projected screen extent. Instead he aligns it parallel to the screen and
stretches it according to the perspective viewing transform.
• When mapping the footprint to the screen pixels he uses a linear transform instead of a
perspective one.
• The footprint polygon is not rotated for every mapped pixel such that the corresponding pixel ray traverses it at a perpendicular angle.
While the error for the last approximation is rather small (see Section 5.7.1), the former two
are more significant. The first approximation computes footprint screen extents that are
smaller than the actual ones. For example, for a cone angle of 30˚ and a 1283 volume the
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maximum error ratio between correct and approximate footprint extent is 1.15 and the maximum absolute difference between the two is 1.46 pixels (see Section 5.7.2). Here, the absolute error is largest for those voxels that are located close to the source and close to the view
cone boundary. It causes the footprints of these voxels to cover less area on the projection
plane than they really should. The second approximation has a similar effect. In that case,
the mapping of the footprint table entries to the screen is slightly squashed. Again, voxels
close to the source and close to the view cone boundary are most affected.
Consider now Figure 5.1, where we illustrate a new and accurate solution for perspective
voxel-driven splatting. For simplicity of drawing, we show the 2D case only. Note that the
coordinate system is fixed at the eye point. To splat a voxel vx,y,z, it is first rotated about the
volume center such that the volume is aligned with the projection plane. Then the footprint
polygon is placed orthogonal to the vector starting at the eye and going through the center
of vx,y,z. Note that this yields an accurate line integral only for the center ray, all other rays
traverse the voxel kernel function at a slightly different orientation than given by the placement of the 2D (1D in Figure 5.1) footprint polygon in object space. Thus the first error in
Westover’s approximation still survives. This error, however, can be shown to be less than
0.01, even for voxels close to the source.
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FIGURE 5.1: Perspective voxel-driven splatting: First, the footprint polygon of voxel vx,y is
mapped onto the image plane, then the affected image pixels pi...pi+4 are mapped back onto
the footprint table.

The coefficients of the footprint polygon’s plane equation are given by the normalized cen72

ter ray (the vector source-vx,y,z). From this equation we compute two orthogonal vectors u
and w on the plane (only u is shown in Figure 5.1). Here, u and w are chosen such that they
project onto the two major axes of the image. Using u and w, we can compute the spatial
x,y,z positions of the four footprint polygon vertices in object space (VRight(vx,y) and
VLeft(vx,y) in the 2D case depicted in Figure 5.1). These four vertices are perspectively projected onto the image plane. This yields the rectangular extent of the footprint image,
aligned with the image axes (ExtRight(vx,y) and ExtLeft(vx,y) in the 2D case). By expressing
the intersections of the pixel rays with the footprint polygon in a parametric fashion, we can
then set up an incremental scheme to relate the image pixels within the footprint image with
the texture map entries of the footprint table.
The computational effort to map a footprint polygon onto the screen and to set up the incremental mapping of the pixels into the footprint table is quite large: Almost 100 multiplications, additions, and divisions, and two square root operations are necessary. No
incremental scheme can be used to accelerate the mapping of neighboring grid voxels. The
high cost is amplified by the fact that the expensive mapping has to be done at O(N)=O(n3).
And indeed, in our implementation, perspective projection was over twice as expensive
than parallel projection.

5.3 A Fast and Accurate Ray-Driven Splatting Algorithm for
Cone-Beam ART
We saw in the previous section that perspective voxel-driven splatting can be made accurate, however, the expense of perspective voxel-driven splatting seems prohibitive for use
in cone-beam reconstruction. In this section we take advantage of the fact that, in contrast
to voxel-driven approaches, ray-driven methods are generally not sensitive to the non-linearity of the perspective viewing transform. It can thus be expected that ray-driven splatting
is more advantageous to use in the perspective cone-beam situation. The new ray-driven
approach is in some respect a 3D extension to the 2D algorithm sketched by Hanson and
Wecksung [22] and will work both for constant-size kernels as used in cone-beam SART
and variable-size kernels as required for cone-beam ART.

5.3.1 Ray-Driven Splatting with Constant-Size Interpolation Kernels
In ray-driven splatting, voxel contributions no longer accumulate on the image plane for all
pixels simultaneously. In contrast, each pixel accumulates its raysums separately, which
makes it also more suitable for ART than voxel-driven splatting. Our algorithm proceeds
as follows. The volume is divided into 2D slices formed by the planes most parallel to the
image plane. When a pixel ray is shot into the 3D field of interpolation kernels, it stops at
each slice and determines the range of voxel kernels within the slice that are traversed by
the ray. This is shown in Figure 5.2a for the 2D case: The ray originating at pixel pi pierces
the volume slice located at xs at y=y(i,xs). The voxel kernels within the slice xs that are intersected by the ray are given by the interval [Ceil(yLeft(i,xs)), Floor(yRight(i,xs))]. We compute
yRight(i,xs) as:
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FIGURE 5.2: Ray-driven splatting: (a) Determining the range of voxels within a given volume
slice plane that are traversed by a ray originating at pixel pi. (b) Computing the index dr into
the footprint table.

extent kernel
y Right ( i, x s ) = y ( i, x s ) + ---------------------------cos ( α )

(5.1)

where α is the inclination of the ray. The computation for yLeft(i,xs) is analogous. After
determining the active voxel interval [yLeft(i,xs), yRight(i,xs)] we must compute the indices
into the voxel footprint table. This can be efficiently implemented by realizing that the
index into the footprint table of a grid voxel v located at coordinates (yv,xv) is given by the
distance dr of the two parallel lines (planes in 3D) that traverse v’s center point and the slice
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intersection point of the ray at y(i,xs), respectively (see Figure 5.2b). One finds:
dr = a ⋅ x s + b ⋅ y ( i, x s ) – a ⋅ x s – b ⋅ y v = ( b ⋅ ( y ( i, x s ) – y v ) )

(5.2)

where a and b are the coefficients of the implicit line equation a ⋅ x s + b ⋅ y ( i, x s ) = 0 of
the ray and are also given by the components of the (normalized) ray vector. Maintaining
the variables yLeft(i,x), yRight(i,x), and dr along a ray can all be done using incremental additions.
For the 3D case, we need to replace the linear ray by two planes. A 3D ray is defined by the
intersection of two orthogonal planes cutting through the voxel field. The normal for one
plane is computed as the cross product of the ray and one of the image plane axis vectors.
The normal of the second plane is computed as the cross product of the ray and the normal
of the first plane. Thus, the two planes are orthogonal to each other and are also orthogonal
to the voxel footprint polygons. Thus the ray pierces the footprint polygon in a perpendicular fashion, as required. Intersecting the horizontal plane with a footprint polygon and
using plane equations in the spirit of equation (5.2) results in the horizontal row index drrow
into the footprint table, while the intersection with the vertical plane yields the vertical column index drcol. Using these two indices, the value of the ray integral can be retrieved from
the 2D footprint table. Note that the two orthogonal directions of the indices, drcol and
drrow, on the footprint polygon plane allow us to implement the bi-directional footprint
stretching required for the variable-size interpolation kernels in cone-beam ART.
There are now three nested loops: The most outer loop sets up a new ray to pierce the volume, the next inner loop advances the ray across the volume slice by slice and determines
the set of voxels traversed per slice, and finally, the most inner loop retrieves the voxel contributions from the footprint tables. For perspective projection, the plane equations have to
computed for every ray. This amounts to about 50 extra additions, multiplications, and divisions, and three square roots per pixel. The cost of advancing a ray across the volume and
determining the footprint entries is comparable to the cost of rotating a kernel and splatting
it onto the image plane in the orthographic voxel-driven approach. The ray-driven approach
changes the splatting algorithm from voxel order to pixel order. Thus, the most outer loop
is of O(n2). This has the advantage that the complexity of any extra work that has to be done
for perspective projection (e.g. recomputing the two planes that define the ray in 3D) is
roughly one order of magnitude less than in voxel-driven splatting. Note also that raydriven splatting does not introduce inaccuracies. As a matter of fact, it prevents the indexing errors in the voxel-driven approach by design.

5.3.2 Ray-Driven Splatting with Variable-Size Interpolation Kernels
We have discussed in the previous chapter that the aliasing artifacts caused by the diverging
set of rays in cone-beam can be eliminated by progressively increasing the interpolation filter width (or magnitude, in backprojection for s(z)<zc) as a linear function of ray depth.
This requires us to express the sampling rate ωr of the arrangement of rays in grid coordinates (x,y,z). Once the function ωr is known, we can determine the required interpolation
filter width or magnitude at each location along a ray. We saw in Figure 4.4 that ωr is con75

stant along the curved rayfront iso-contours and decreases linearly with increasing distance
of the iso-contours from the source. This linear dependence on ray depth means that each
voxel kernel must undergo a non-uniform distortion along a ray. However, since we use
identical, pre-integrated kernels in the form of 2D footprint polygons, we cannot realize this
non-uniform distortion function. Hence, as an approximation, we only estimate ωr at the
location of each kernel center and distort the generic 2D footprint.
Consider now Figure 5.3. The coordinates of an image pixel can be expressed as
pij=image_origin+iu+jv, where u, v are the orthogonal image plane axis vectors. The grid
of diverging rays is organized into horizontal and vertical sheets, or cutting planes, that
intersect the image plane and are spaced by u and v. The ray grid sampling rate ωr is then
a 2D vector (ωru, ωrv) that is related to the local sheet spacings. Figure 5.3 illustrates how
ωrv is calculated. Here, we see the two horizontal cutting planes cpj and cpj+1 embedding
the rays ri,j and ri,j+1, respectively. To approximate Tv=1/ωrv at the location (xv yv zv) of the
kernel center of voxel vx,y,z, we measure the distance between cpj and cpj+1 along the vector
orthogonal to cpj passing through (xv yv zv). This distance can be written as Tv=ax+by+cz+k
where (a b c) is a linear function of (x,y,z) and the plane equations of cpj and cpj+1, and can
thus be updated incrementally for all intersected voxels along a ray. If we select the horizontal and vertical cutting planes such that the image plane vectors u and v, respectively,
are embedded in them, then we can simply stretch the footprint polygon by a scale factor
of magnitude Tv to achieve the proper lowpassing in that ray grid direction. (Recall that, in
forward projection, we also have to scale the kernel’s amplitude by a factor 1/Tv.) An analogous argument can be given for the vertical cutting planes and Tu=1/ωru. Also recall that
we only stretch the footprint polygon if Tu>1 or Tv>1. If, in forward projection, Tu≤1 or
Tv≤1 then the ray grid sampling rate in that direction is sufficient such that no aliasing can
occur. However, in backprojection we do need to scale the magnitude of the kernel whenever Tu<1 or Tv<1. Here, the scale factor is 1/Tv or 1/Tu, respectively.
Note that in order to preserve orthogonality of the two cutting planes, in the general case
one cannot achieve that u lies in the horizontal cutting planes and, at the same time, v lies
in the vertical planes. But since we flip the main viewing direction as soon as the angle
between the ray direction and the major viewing axis exceeds 45˚, the angular deviation of
the true orientation of the cutting plane and the correct orientation is small (less than 5
degrees).
The method outlined above can be efficiently implemented by using an incremental scheme
that requires about one addition per voxel in each slice for computing the distance between
two cutting planes. However, due to the fact that u lies in the x-z plane and v is aligned with
the y-axis of the volume grid, we may employ a simpler method that does not compute the
perpendicular distance between two adjacent cutting planes, but uses the slice-projected
distance between two adjacent cutting planes as they intersect with the volume slice most
parallel to the projection plane. This approximation is shown for the 2D case in Figure 5.4,
(we have also looked at this approximation, in a slightly different context, in Section 4.4).
In this figure, Tcorr is the distance measured by the scheme described first, while Tapprox is
the volume slice-projected measurement. The error is given by T corr ≈ T Tapprox ⋅ cos ϕ c.
This means that the simpler method underestimates the grid sampling rate by some amount.
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FIGURE 5.3: Determining the local sampling rate of the arrangement of diverging rays. The
arrangement of rays traverses the volume grid in two orthogonal sets of ray sheets (two horizontal sheets, i.e. the cutting planes cpj and cpj+1, are shown). Each 3D ray is part of one sheet
in each set and is defined by the intersection of these two sheets. Depending on the location of
the kernel with respect to each sheet set, the 2D kernel footprint must undergo different distortions in its two principal coordinate axes.

In the case of ωrv, the maximum error occurs for voxels on the view cone boundary. Here,
for a cone half-angle ϕc=30˚, the simpler method would choose a kernel that is about 1/
0.86=1.15 times larger than it needs to be, and thus lead to a greater amount of lowpassing
of voxel vx,y,z in the v-direction than is required. However, the fact that the factor cos(ϕ) is
rather small and approaches values close to 1.0 quickly as we move away from the view
cone boundary, makes this approximation a justifiable one. In the case of ωru, which determines the kernel stretching factor in the x-z plane, the error can get a bit larger. Here, the
rays can meet the volume slice plane most parallel to the viewing plane at an angle of up to
45˚. Greater angles are avoided since we flip the major viewing direction as soon as an
angle of 45˚ is exceeded, as was mentioned above. Thus the error Tapprox/Tcorr when determining the kernel stretch factor for the u-direction can grow up to 1/cos(45˚)=1.41.
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FIGURE 5.4: Error for different schemes of measuring the ray grid sampling rate.

5.4 Caching Schemes for Faster Execution of ART and SART
In the previous section, we have discussed a ray-driven projection algorithm that minimizes
the number of necessary calculations per projection by utilizing fast incremental ray traversal schemes. In this section we will investigate to what extent previously computed
results can be re-used, i.e. cached, so the number of redundant calculations can be minimized.
Caching can be performed at various scales, with the largest scale being iteration-based, in
which all weights are pre-computed and stored on disk. The number of weights to be stored
can be estimated as follows. If we only consider voxels in the spherical reconstruction
region then the total number of relevant voxels N≈0.5n3. With a square footprint extent of
4.0, the average number of rays traversing a footprint polygon is 16. Thus the number of
relevant weights per projection is 8n3. For a number of projections S=80 and a voxel grid
of 1283 voxels, the total number of relevant weight factors is then about 1.3G floating point
values, 5.3GB of actual data. This is clearly too much to hold in RAM. On the other hand,
if we just held the coefficients for one projection at a time, we would need 67MB of RAM.
This is in addition to the volume data and other data structures, but is feasible with today’s
workstations. However, then we would have to load a 67M file for every new projection
that we work on. It is likely that the disk transfer time exceeds the savings in that case. In
addition, the memory demands grow dramatically for larger volumes, since the number of
weights to store is 8 times the number of voxels.
Since caching on both the iteration and the image level is not practical, one may exploit
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caching on the ray level. ART is an easy candidate for this form of caching since a pixel
projection is immediately followed by a pixel backprojection. So one can just cache the
weight factors calculated in the projection step for the backprojection step, and speedups
of close to 2.0 can be realistically expected with only little memory overhead.
For SART, two special problems need to be addressed, one has to do with the use of a raydriven projection algorithm, the other deals with caching. While ART was easy to pair with
a ray-driven projection algorithm since it itself is ray-driven, the backprojection step of
SART is inherently voxel-based and requires some adaption in order to limit memory
requirements. In a brute-force implementation, a backprojection would require two additional volumes, one to store the weight accumulation and one to store the correction accumulation per voxel (see equation (2.17)). Only after all backprojection rays have been
traced, the correction buffer of each voxel can be divided by the weight buffer to form the
voxel correction value. Thus we need extra memory to hold 2n3 floating point values. We
can reduce this amount by an order of magnitude to 2n2 by tracing all rays simultaneously
in form of a ray-front. Since the projection algorithm is slice-based, i.e. it considers all voxels in one volume slice before it moves to the next, we can step the entire ray-front from
one slice to the next, buffering and updating only the voxels within the active volume slice.
In SART, the caching of weights computed during projection is also more difficult, since
first an entire image must be projected before the grid corrections can be backprojected.
Thus, at first glance, we may only be able to use caching at an image level. This would
require us to allocate memory space for 8n3 floating point weights, e.g. 32n3 bytes, which
is in addition to other memory requirements. While for n=128, this may be feasible for an
average workstation (the required memory is then 67MB), for n=256 the memory requirements would be a hefty 536MB, which may not be readily available in most workstations.
Thus, in real world applications, caching on the image-level is not feasible, at least with
today’s workstations, and one must design a caching scheme at a finer granularity.
For this purpose, we designed a scheme that keeps two active slabs, composed of sheets of
voxel cross-sections. These voxel cross-sections are formed by intersecting the voxel kernels by consecutive horizontal cutting planes (recall Figure 5.3). In this scheme, one active
slab, slabp, is composed of voxels that are currently projected, while the other, slabb, is
composed of currently backprojected voxels. The correction and weight buffers are kept
with slabb, and slabb is always trailing slabp. At first, slabp caches the weights computed
in the projection step. Then, as slabp moves upward in the volume, voxels on the bottom of
slabp have eventually been completely projected and can be removed from slabp and added
to slabb, along with all cached weights. A linked list can be used to facilitate passing the
data. As slabb moves upward as well, voxels at the bottom of slabb can eventually be
updated by the accumulated correction buffer term and be removed from slabb. The width
of a slab is about four sheets. Recalling that a voxel is traversed by about four rays in each
2
2
sheet, the memory complexity for the slab buffers is roughly 4 ( 4 + 12 ) n = 64n . This
includes the memory for the correction and accumulation buffers of slabb. Thus we would
require approximately 4M of memory for a 1283 volume. Note that this scheme goes well
with the variable-size voxel kernels since here the slab width is constant for z>zc.
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5.5 Results
Table 5.1 lists the runtimes of the various ART and SART incarnations that were discussed
in the previous sections. The runtimes were obtained on an SGI Indigo2 workstation and
refer to a reconstruction based on 80 projections with a cone angle γ=40˚.

Method

beam

splatting
method

cache

varsize
kernel

Tcorr
(sec)

Titer
(hrs)

T3iter
(hrs)

SART

parallel

voxel

-

-

35.3

0.78

2.35

SART

parallel

ray

-

-

47.1

1.04

3.14

SART

cone

voxel

-

-

144.9

3.22

9.66

SART

cone

ray

-

-

60.9

1.35

4.05

SART

cone

ray

-

✓

73.2

1.63

4.89

SART

cone

ray

✓

-

43.6

0.97

2.90

SART

cone

ray

✓

✓

52.4

1.16

3.49

ART

cone

ray

-

-

54.2

1.20

3.60

ART

cone

ray

-

✓

68.2

1.51

4.53

ART

cone

ray

✓

-

30.3

0.67

2.01

ART

cone

ray

✓

✓

38.1

0.85

2.55

TABLE 5.1: Run-times for SART, using both voxel-driven and ray-driven splatting, and for
ART using ray-driven splatting (voxel-driven splatting is not applicable for ART). The effect
of caching and variable-size interpolation kernels on the run-time is also shown. (Tcorr: time
for one grid correction step, consisting of one projection and one backprojection, Titer: time for
1 iteration (assuming 80 projection images and a cone angle of 40˚), T3iter: time for 3 iterations, the minimum time to obtain a reconstruction of good quality. Timings were obtained on
a SGI Iris Indigo2 with a 200MHz RS4000 CPU.)

Let us first look at the SART correction algorithm. We observe, in Table 5.1 that for parallel-beam reconstruction with SART the voxel-driven approach is about 33% faster than the
ray-driven approach. Hence, it is more advantageous in the parallel-beam case to perform
the grid projection in object-order (i.e. to map the footprint polygons onto the screen) than
to perform the projection in image-order (i.e. traverse the array of footprint polygons by the
pixel rays). The computational savings in the voxel-driven algorithm for parallel-beam pro80

jection come from the fact that here the footprint-screen mapping is much simpler than the
mapping described in Section 5.2, since the perspective distortion does not have to be
incorporated. In cone-beam reconstruction, on the other hand, the situation is reversed in
favor of the ray-driven projector. Here, the speedup for using the ray-driven projector over
the voxel-driven projector in SART is about 2.4. Thus, since for ART the use of the imagebased voxel-driven splatting algorithm is not practical anyhow, we conclude that conebeam reconstruction should always be performed with ray-driven projectors.
Now let us investigate the computational differences of ART and SART and the effects of
caching and variable-size splatting kernels on run-time. Comparing the costs for SART and
ART, we notice that uncached SART is about 12% slower than uncached ART. This is due
to the extra computations required for weighting the corrections before a voxel update and
the overhead for managing the additional data structures. The timings also indicate that the
use of a depth dependent kernel size incurs about a 25% time penalty for ART and 20% for
SART. In terms of the benefits of caching, we notice that the straightforward caching for
ART speeds reconstruction by a factor of 1.78, while the more involved caching for SART
achieves a speedup of 1.4. The speedups for caching in conjunction with the variable-size
kernels are similar. Since the reconstruction results for SART using constant sized kernels
and ART using variable-size kernels looked similar, it makes sense to compare these two
methods as well. In this respect, ART with variable-size kernels and easy-to-implement
caching is about twice as fast as uncached SART. However, if SART is enhanced with elaborate caching schemes, this speed advantage shrinks to a factor of 1.15

5.6 Cost and Feasibility of Algebraic Methods: Final Analysis
So how does the computational effort of cached cone-beam ART compare with the effort
required for FBP-type methods? We shall conduct a rough estimate by using the following
results:
• Cached ART requires the time-equivalent of 1.12 projections per projection/backprojection operation. This factor is computed as follows (using adaptive kernels). As
indicated by the results listed in Table 5.1, a cone-beam projection with ART takes
half the time of a projection/backprojection operation with uncached ART, i.e., 68.2/
2s=34.1s. A cone-beam projection/backprojection with cached ART takes 38.1s. This
is 1.12 times more than just a projection. Hence, aAlg=2/1.12=0.56.
• ART requires only half the number of projections M that are needed for FBP (shown
by [19]).
• ART must conduct three iterations to achieve a reconstruction of satisfactory quality
(revealed in Section 4.3).
• FBP must perform a convolution step that bears the cost of some fraction aFBP of a
projection operation.
• The time required for a projection operation Tproj is similar for FBP and ART.
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Let us now recall the cost equation (1.6) from Section 1.1.3:
2 ⋅ a Alg ⋅ I ⋅ M Alg
Cost ( Algebraic )
--------------------------------------------- = --------------------------------------------( 1 + a FBP ) ⋅ M FBP
Cost ( FBP )
Incorporating the results listed above we get:
Cost ( Algebraic )
2 ⋅ 0.56 ⋅ 3
1.68
--------------------------------------------- = ----------------------------------- = ---------------------------Cost ( FBP )
( 1 + a FBP ) ⋅ 2
( 1 + a FBP )

(5.3)

If we want the costs of the two methods to be equal, then the filtering operation step of FBP
must take at least 68% of a projection operation. However, if we grant the higher reconstruction quality obtained with ART an extra 20% computation time, then we get:
(5.4)

1.68
a FBP = ---------- – 1 = 0.4
1.2

This is certainly a realistic value. We may conclude from this — admittedly approximate
— analysis, that we have come very close to making ART a serious contender to FBP in
the clinical arena.

5.7 Error Analysis of Westover-Type Splatting
This section serves more as an appendix to this chapter. We have mentioned, in Section 5.2,
that Westover’s perspective extension to voxel-driven splatting commits the following
errors when mapping a footprint to the projection screen:
• It does not align the footprint polygon perpendicularly to the voxel center ray when
calculating the projected screen extent. Instead, it aligns the polygon parallel to the
screen and stretches it according to the perspective viewing transform.
• When mapping the footprint to the screen pixels it uses a linear transform instead of a
perspective one.
• The footprint polygon is not rotated for every mapped pixel such that the corresponding pixel ray traverses it at a perpendicular angle.
We now present a quantitative analysis if these errors.

5.7.1 Errors from non-perpendicular traversal of the footprint polygon
This section addresses the last error in the list given above. Figure 5.5 shows, for the 2D
case, the footprint polygon being aligned perpendicularly to the center ray.
We observe that pixel rays other than the center ray traverse the footprint polygon at an
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FIGURE 5.5: Errors from non-perpendicular traversal of footprint polygon

oblique angle. However, they should really have the footprint polygon aligned as depicted
by the dotted line. The error when computing the lookup table index t for these rays is given
by:
t corr = t approx ⋅ cos ϕ
(5.5)
where tcorr is the correct index and tapprox is the computed index. The angle ϕ is largest for
voxels close to the eye and at the center of the projection plane (ϕ is largest there). For a
cone half-angle of γ=30˚ and a 1283 volume, the angle ϕ<1˚ and the approximation tcorr/
tapprox=0.99 at the polygon boundary is rather good.

5.7.2 Errors from non-perpendicular alignment of footprint polygon
This section addresses the other two errors in the list given above. Figure 5.6 compares (for
the 2D case) the projection of a footprint polygon of a voxel kernel located at (xv, yv). The
footprint polygon has extent 2⋅ext and is projected onto the projection plane, located at xs
on the viewing axis. We illustrate both the correct case, where the footprint polygon is
perpendicular to the center ray, and the approximate case, in which the footprint polygon
is aligned with the voxel grid. We observe that the projected polygon extent ∆yapprox in the
approximate case is slightly smaller than the projected polygon extent ∆ycorr in the correct
case.
Using simple trigonometric arguments one can show that:
2 ⋅ ext ⋅ x s ( y v sin ϕ c – x v cos ϕ c )
∆y corr = --------------------------------------------------------------------------2
2
2
x v – ext ⋅ sin ϕ c
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(5.6)
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FIGURE 5.6: Errors from the non-perpendicular alignment of the footprint polygon.

One can also show that:
2 ⋅ ext ⋅ x
∆y approx = ------------------------s
xv

(5.7)

Thus:
2

∆y corr
2

2

xv
1
- ≈ ∆y approx ⋅ -------------= ∆y approx ⋅ --------------------------------------------------------------2
2
 2
cos ϕ c
cos ϕ c  x v – ext ⋅ sin ϕ c 

(5.8)

2

since x v » ext ⋅ sin ϕ c . This means that the error is largest at the boundary of the viewing
cone. For a cone half-angle γ=ϕc=30˚, the scaling factor is 1.15. The absolute error ∆yapprox
- ∆ycorr between the correct and the approximate screen projection of a kernel with extent
ext is given by:
∆y corr – ∆y approx

2
2
2
 2
x v – cos ϕ c  x v – ext ⋅ sin ϕ c 
= -------------------------------------------------------------------------2
2
 2
x v cos ϕ c  x v – ext ⋅ sin ϕ c 
2 ⋅ ext ⋅ x s ( 1 – cos ϕ c )
xs
1
≈ ------------------------------------------------------- = 2 ⋅ ext ⋅ ----  -------------- – 1 


x v cos ϕ c
x v cos ϕ c
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(5.9)

To express this error in pixels, we scale ∆y corr – ∆y approx by the pixel width ∆pix=n/ws.
Here, n is the number of image pixels and ws is the width of the projection plane, given by
w s = 2x s tan γ . This normalized absolute error is then written as:
∆y corr – ∆y approx
n
1
----------------------------------------- = ext ⋅ --------------------  -------------- – 1 

x v ⋅ tan γ  cos ϕ c
∆ pix

(5.10)

We observe that the error is largest for voxels close to the source and out on the cone boundary. Recall that we are only considering voxels within a spherical reconstruction region (a
circle in 2D). Hence, the error is largest along the boundary of this sphere, where ϕc is given
by the following expression (see also Figure 5.7):
  n 2
2
  ---  – ( x ctr – x v ) 
2
ϕ c = atan  --------------------------------------------------- 


xv



(5.11)

Here, xctr is the location of the volume center slice.
y
boundary voxel
Reconstruction circle
n/2
ϕc
xv xctr

x

FIGURE 5.7: The angle ϕc as a function of boundary voxel location on the reconstruction circle.

Plugging the angle ϕc given by equation (5.11) into equation (5.10) yields the maximum
normalized absolute error due to the non-perpendicular alignment of the footprint polygons
in the context of 3D reconstruction. This error is plotted in Figure 5.8 for x≤xctr (and n=128,
γ=30˚, ext=2.0). We observe that the largest error is close to 0.8 pixels.
Note that these type of errors are not only committed when mapping the extent of the polygon, but also when mapping the inside of the polygon, i.e. the footprint lookup table, onto
the projection plane.
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FIGURE 5.8: Maximum normalized absolute error that occurs due to non-perpendicular alignment of the footprint polygons. The error is largest for the voxels located on the boundary of
the reconstruction circle (sphere in 3D). (n=128, γ=30˚, ext=2.0.)
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CHAPTER 6

RAPID ART BY GRAPHICS
HARDWARE ACCELERATION
In the previous chapter, we have outlined a number of fast implementations of algebraic
methods that only require the presence of a general purpose CPU. We have then contrasted
the computation time of these implementations with a CPU-based implementation of the
Filtered Backprojection (FBP) algorithm. This comparison revealed that both CPU-based
ART and CPU-based FBP have similar runtimes. We then concluded that ART and FBP
may be used interchangeably in a clinical setting, depending on the reconstruction task at
hand. This conclusion, however, hides some of the facts of clinical reality. Today’s CT
scanners do not use general purpose CPUs, rather, they always incorporate custom DSP
(Digital Signal Processing) chips which run the FBP algorithm extremely fast. At first
glance, we may take this reality-check as a hint that our cost analysis of Section 5.6 has only
theoretical merit. However, that is not quite true either. The cost analysis of Section 5.6
compares the runtime complexities of the two algorithm, and we have shown that these
runtime complexities are about equal. So if we took ART and built custom hardware to run
it on, we would expect it to run just as fast as the accelerated FBP algorithms. However,
custom hardware is expensive to build and it limits the scope at which an algorithm can be
used. Once the hardware is in place, modifications and adaptations are difficult to make,
which hampers the evolution of a technology. Acknowledging all these drawbacks, we
have taken a different approach. Instead of designing special chips to implement our ART
and SART algorithms, we have chosen widely available graphics workstations as our acceleration medium. Great prospects can be expected from this choice, as the graphics hardware resident in these workstations is especially designed for fast projection operations, the
main ingredients of the algebraic algorithms. Another plus of this choice is the growing
availability of these machines in hospitals, where they are more and more utilized in the
daily task of medical visualization, diagnosis, and surgical planning. The feature of these
graphics workstation we will rely on most is texture mapping. This technique is commonly
used to enhance the realism of the polygonal graphics objects by painting pictures onto
them prior to display. Texture mapping is not always, but often, implemented in hardware,
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and runs at fill rates of over 100 Megapixels/sec. However, hardware texture mapping is
not limited to graphics workstations only, many manufacturers offer texture-mapping
boards that can be added to any modern PC.
In the following section, we will describe a Texture-Mapping hardware Accelerated version
of ART (TMA-ART) that reconstructs a 1283 volume from 80 projections in less than 2
minutes — a speedup of over 75 considering the software solution outlined in Chapter 5.
The programs were written using the widely accepted OpenGL API (Application Programming Interface).

6.1 Hardware Accelerated Projection/Backprojection
TMA-ART decomposes the volume into slices and treats each slice separately. In grid projection (shown in Figure 6.1), each slice is associated with a square polygon with the volumetric slice content texture-mapped onto it. A projection image is then obtained by
accumulatively rendering each such polygon into the framebuffer.
texture polygons
(volume slices)
cone angle γ

ϕ

screen (projection image)
Projection Algorithm
Rotate texture polygons by projection angle ϕ
Texture map the volume slices onto texture polygons
Project textured polygons onto the screen
Accumulate screen contributions at each pixel
FIGURE 6.1: Grid projection with TMA-ART.

The ray integrals so computed are equivalent to the ray integrals obtained in a software
solution that uses a trilinear interpolation filter and samples only within each volume slice.
Note that since the distance between sample points is not identical for every ray (due to the
perspective distortion), we have to normalize the projection image for this varied distance.
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This can be conveniently achieved by normalizing the scanner images by the inverse
amount in a pre-processing step.
After a projection image has been generated, a correction image is computed by subtracting
this projection image from the scanner image. Hence, due to this image-based approach,
we are using SART and not ART. Not only is this necessitated by the image-based projection approach of the graphics hardware, it is also convenient with regards to SART’s insensitivity to the cone-beam related reconstruction artifacts, as discussed in Section 4.2.
In backprojection (shown in Figure 6.2), we need to distribute a correction image onto the
volume slices. This is achieved by associating each volume slice with the framebuffer onto
which the correction image, mapped to a polygon, is rendered. (This is the inverse situation
of Figure 6.1.) Although projection is simple, backprojection is not as straightforward,
since here the main viewing direction is not always perpendicular to the screen. This, how-

projected polygons (volume slices)
projective texture screen
(correction image)

x

ϕ

s
γ

r
-z

slice screen
dvc-ts
T1: translate by dvc-ts

R: rotate by ϕ

T1-1: translate by -dvc-ts
S: scale by 0.5

P: perspective mapping
T3: translate by 0.5

Backprojection algorithm
Set texture matrix to TM=T1⋅R⋅T1-1⋅P⋅S⋅T3
For each volume slice
Associate 3D-texture coordinates with each vertex,
set r-coordinate to z-coordinate
Render the polygon
Use TM to map texture coords. onto texture screen
Add the rendered slice image to the volume slice
FIGURE 6.2: Backprojection with TMA-ART.
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ever, is required by the graphics hardware. To enable this viewing geometry, we implemented a virtual slide-projector (using the projective texture approach of Segal et. al. [56])
that shines the correction image at the oblique projection angle onto a polygon, which in
turn is orthographically viewed by the framebuffer. This is shown in Figure 6.2 for one representative volume slice. The correction image is perspectively mapped, according to the
cone-geometry, onto the volume slice that has been placed at the appropriate position in the
volume. This “slide” projection is then viewed by the screen.
Let me explain this slide-projector approach in some more detail. In OpenGL, a polygon is
represented by three or more vertices. When the polygon is projected onto the screen, the
coordinates of its vertices are transformed by a sequence of matrix operations, as shown in
Figure 6.3. (For more detail on these fundamental issues refer to [46] and [13].)
Vertex
x
y
z
w

Modelview
Matrix

object
coordinates

Projection
Matrix

eye
coordinates

Perspective
Division

clip
coordinates

Viewport
Transformation

window
coordinates

normalized
device
coordinates

FIGURE 6.3: Stages of vertex transformation

A texture is an image indexed by coordinates in the range [0.0..1.0, 0.0...1.0]. When a texture is mapped onto a polygon, the polygon’s vertices are associated with texture coordinates [s,t], as shown in Figure 6.4. The viewing transformation of the polygon vertices
yields a closed region on the screen. In a process called scan conversion, all pixels inside
this region are assigned (via interpolation) texture coordinates within the range assigned to
the bounding vertices. Note that this transformation can lead to a stretching or shrinking of
the texture.
The texture mapping coordinates need not be two-dimensional. As a matter of fact, they
can be up to four-dimensional (involving a homogeneous coordinate), just like the vertex
coordinates. In addition, OpenGL provides a transformation facility, similar to the one supplied for vertex transformation, with which the interpolated texture coordinates can be
transformed prior to indexing the texture image. We can use this facility to implement our
virtual slice projector.
The algorithm proceeds as follows. First, we create an array of n square texture coordinate
polygons with vertex coordinates (s,t,r). Here, we set the (s,t) coordinates to ( n, n), i.e.,
the extent of the volume slices. The r-coordinate we vary between [dvc-ts-n/2, dvc-ts+n/2].
(dvc-ts is the distance of the source to the volume center.) Refer now back to Figure 6.2,
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(0.0,1.0)

(0.9,1.0)

polygon

(0.0,0.2)

mapped texture

(0.9,0.2)
texture image

FIGURE 6.4: Texture mapping an image onto a polygon. The texture coordinates assigned to
the polygon vertices are given in parenthesis.

where we show the decomposition of the texture transformation matrix. The Modelview
matrix is set to the product T1⋅R⋅T1-1, i.e., each polygon is rotated about the volume center
by the viewing angle ϕ. The Projection matrix is set to a perspective mapping of the texture
coordinates onto the projective texture screen. After the perspective divide, the texture
coordinates would be in the range [-1.0...1.0]. Since we can only index the texture image
within a range of [0.0..,1.0], we need to scale and translate the texture perspective texture
coordinates prior to indexing. This is achieved by incorporating a scale and translation
given by S⋅T3 into the Projection matrix.
We can now perform the backprojection of the correction image, represented by the texture,
onto the volume slices. Let us just look at one of the volume slices, represented by polygon
Ps with vertex coordinates ( n, n, z), which is projected orthographically on the slice
screen. Depending on its z-location, the polygon is assigned one of the texture coordinate
polygons. When mapping Ps onto the screen, texture coordinates are generated for each
pixel within the projected polygon extent. However, these texture coordinates are not used
directly to index the correction image, but are first passed through the texture transformation pipeline. The transformed coordinates then index the correction image texture as if this
image had been projected onto Ps at the backprojection angle ϕ.
One should add that this process is not any more expensive than direct texture mapping.
Once the texture transformation matrix is compounded, just one hardware vector-matrix
multiplication is needed. As a matter of fact, this multiplication is always performed even
if the texture transformation is unity.
Utilizing the texture mapping hardware for the grid projection and backprojection operations resulted in a considerable speedup: a cone-beam reconstruction of a 1283 volume
from 80 projections could now be performed in 15 minutes, down from the 2.5 hours that
were required in the software implementation. These were certainly encouraging results,
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which prompted us to seek further avenues for hardware acceleration. For this purpose we
dissected the program flow in its main constituents, as reported in the next section.

6.2 Potential for Other Hardware Acceleration
Consider Figure 6.5 for a detailed analysis of the program flow (compare also Figure 2.6).
The portions of the program that use hardware acceleration are highlighted. We notice that
a substantial part of the program deals with transferring data to and from the graphics
engine, and also to and from main memory. We also notice that there are three steps in the
program that have potential for hardware acceleration. These portions are:
• The accumulation of the projection image (in the projection step).
• The computation of the correction image.
• The volume update, i.e., the addition of the rendered correction slice to the respective
volume slice in main memory (in the backprojection step).
Before we consider each of these items in detail, let us first introduce the main datastructures used in the program. They are listed in Table 6.1.

Data structure

ART value range

TMA-ART value range

volume array

[0.0...1.0]

[0.0...1.0]

weight image

[0.0...n]

[0.0...n]

scanner image

[0.0...n]

[0.0...n]

projected slice image

[0.0...1.0]

[0.0...1.0]

full projection image

[0.0...n]

[0.0...n]

correction image

[-1.0...1.0]

[0.0...1.0]

backprojecton image

[0.0...1.0]

[0.0...1.0]

TABLE 6.1 Data structures of ART and TMA-ART and their pixel value ranges.

The graphics hardware buffers and texture memory can only hold values in the range
[0.0...1.0]. If these values are exceeded, saturation (clamping) occurs. Therefore, all data
structures that use the graphics pipeline must have their values scaled to this range. Since
we project the volume slices via the graphics hardware, we cannot have volume values outside the range [0.0...1.0]. The ranges of all other data structures follow from that constraint.
If the volume is the range [0.0...1.0], the projections will necessarily be in the range
[0.0...n]. Most likely, the scanner images will not be within this interval, but a simple scal92
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forward projection

read volume slice from memory
load slice data into texture memory
render volume slice
read framebuffer
add to projection image
next slice
compute correction image

backprojection

load correction image into texture memory

render correction image onto volume slice
read framebuffer
compute volume update
store volume slice into memory
next slice

next projection
converged
FIGURE 6.5: Flow chart of TMA-ART.
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ing will get them there.
The backprojected correction image is a special case. Since the volume values are within
[0.0...1.0], the corrections must be within [-1.0...1.0]. Obviously, we cannot render this
image directly, since the graphics hardware only supports values in [0.0...1.0]. Instead, we
scale the values by the following expression:
corrImg ART + 1.0
corrImg TMA – ART = ------------------------------------------2.0

(6.1)

The scaled values are then written to the texture memory and projected onto the backprojection images using the slide projector algorithm described before. The rendered backprojections must then be scaled back prior to adding them to the respective volume slices:
backprojImg ART = backprojImg TMA – ART ⋅ 2.0 – 1.0

(6.2)

Recall from equation (2.17) that we need to normalize the correction images by sums of
weights. These can sums of weights can be conveniently represented by M weight images,
one for each projection angle ϕ, which can be pre-computed by projecting a volume that is
unity everywhere within the reconstruction sphere.
Let us now consider the three candidates for hardware acceleration.

6.2.1 Accumulation of the projection image
In most graphics workstations that come equipped with texture mapping hardware, the
framebuffer can hold up to 12 bits, although there are some low-end machines that offer
only 8 bits. The texture memory usually matches the resolution of the framebuffer. Our
base implementation accumulates the projected volume slices in a software buffer. This
requires a (relatively expensive) framebuffer read for each projected volume slice. We
could decrease the number of framebuffer reads by performing some of the accumulations
directly in the framebuffer. This comes at a price, however, since in order to accomplish
these accumulations, we must sacrifice framebuffer precision bits. Obviously, this would
not be wise as it would decrease the accuracy of the rendered projection images.
There is, however, a trick that we can use. The framebuffer has three color channels, Red,
Green, Blue, and an Alpha channel. Usually, we are only reconstructing grey level data, so
all we utilize is a single color channel, say Red, both in texture memory and in the framebuffer. This is shown in Figure 6.6.
However, if we partition the 12bit data word into two components, one 8 bit and one 4 bit,
and render it into two separate color channels, Red and Green, then we can accumulate data
into the remaining upper 4 bits of the two framebuffer channels. This is illustrated in Figure
6.7.
These 4 bits allow us to accumulate up to 16 images, which decreases the number of necessary framebuffer reads by 2/16 (we now have to read two color channels). Notice, however, that bit8-11of the texture word are not interpolated by the texture mapping hardware
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bit8-11

bit4-7

bit0-3

Red

texture

Graphics
Hardware
Red

framebuffer
FIGURE 6.6: Rendering a full 12bit data word into a 12bit framebuffer. The full range of the
framebuffer is exploited, no accumulations can be made.
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bit0-3

Red

texture
bit8-11

0000
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texture

up to 16 projections

Graphics
Hardware
Red

framebuffer

+

Green
framebuffer
CPU
Sum
memory

FIGURE 6.7: Rendering a 12bit data word using 2 color channels. The shaded upper 4 bits in
the framebuffer can be used for accumulation. After the 4 upper bits have been filled by 16
projections, we must add the two channels in the CPU. For this purpose, the green channel
must be shifted to the left by 4 bits.

in 12 bits, but only in 8 bits. This may cause inaccuracies. To illustrate this problem, image
the following simple case. Assume a texel (texture element) has a binary value of
1,0000,0000 (only bit8 is set) and its immediate neighbors are all 0. Thus the red texture
channel contains 0, and the green texture channel contains 1,0000. Now let’s say that the
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texture mapping interpolation of this texel neighborhood yields a binary value of 1000. In
the first approach (Figure 6.6), the framebuffer would contain that value, in the second
approach (Figure 6.7), however, the framebuffer would contain 0.
Finally, we should note that there exists graphics hardware that offers a dedicated hardware
accumulation buffer [20]. This hardware, however, is relatively rare and also rather expensive.

6.2.2 Computation of the correction image
A correction image is computed as follows (incorporating our earlier comments about scaling):
scannerImg – projImg
corrImg TMA – ART =  -----------------------------------------------------------  ⋅ 0.5 + 0.5
weightImg
(6.3)
corrImg ART
= ----------------------------- + 1.0
2.0
The associated value ranges are as follows:
[ 0.0…n ] – [ 0.0…n ]
[ 0.0…1.0 ] =  ------------------------------------------------------  ⋅ 0.5 + 0.5
[ 0.0…n ]

(6.4)
[ – 1.0…1.0 ]
= ------------------------------- + 1.0
2.0
We see that, due to the excessive value ranges, corrImgART cannot be computed in hardware. The scaling cannot be done in hardware either, due to the extended range [-1.0...1.0]
of corrImgART.

6.2.3 Volume update
Our basic TMA-ART implementation performs the volume update on the CPU. But maybe
this can be done using the texture mapping facility. Let us look at the equation involved:
volSlice =

volSlice + backprojImg TMA – ART ⋅ 2.0 – 1.0

(6.5)

1.0
0.0

The ceiling and floor operations bound the volume density values to a range [0.0...1.0].
This is in line with general practices in algebraic methods, as the original object did not
occupy these density values either.
The associated ranges are as follows:
[ 0…1.0 ] =

[ 0…1.0 ] + [ 0…1.0 ] ⋅ 2.0 – 1.0

=

[ 0…1.0 ] + [ 0…2.0 ] – 1.0

=

[ 0…1.0 ] + [ – 1.0…1.0 ]
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1.0
0.0

(6.6)

1.0
0.0

1.0
0.0

Due to the excessive ranges of the values, updating of the volume is not easily done in hardware. However, we can think of a more elaborate scheme that updates the volume in two
stages. First, it is updated with the negative part of the correction, then it is updated with
the positive part. This is illustrated in Figure 6.8.

Equation:

-

v ol = v ol + 2.0 ⋅ corr – 1.0 = vol – 2.0 ⋅ corr + 2.0 ⋅ corr

+

Hardware implementation:
- Part [0..0.5]
[0..0.5]
corr

+

[0..0.5]

[0..1.0]

[0..1.0]

corr

2·corr-

vol

-

[1.0..0]

[0..1.0]

2·corr-

vol

invert
+ Part [0.5..1.0]
[0.5..0]
corr
invert

+

[0.5..0]

[1.0..0]

corr

2·corr+

[0..1.0]
vol

+

[0..1.0]

[0..1.0]

2·corr+

vol

invert

invert

FIGURE 6.8: Hardware implementation of the volume update. The boxes denote images and
the intervals printed above the boxes denote the intervals of the image that are used for blending. The corr image is the backprojection image that was rendered using the slide projector
and now resides in the front framebuffer. The vol image is the volume slice to be updated.

By using the OpenGL function glAlphaFunc() one can limit the value interval of the pixels
that is accepted by the framebuffer. Values outside the specified interval are not written to
the framebuffer. Using glAlphaFunc() mechanism allows us to specify pixel intervals other
then the default [0.0...1.0]. OpenGL also provides a function glLogicOp() that can be used
to complement a pixel value. This function is employed to invert the images where specified in the diagram of Figure 6.8. Note that all operations can be performed by copying
images back and forth within the several GL buffers that are available (such as front and
back buffers, auxiliary buffers, and pBuffers). Thus expensive framebuffer reads and texture memory loads can be avoided. Recall that the corr image is the backprojection image
that was rendered using the slide projector and already resides in the front framebuffer.
Thus, updating a volume slice with the correction image takes one polygon projection and
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four framebuffer-based additions.
We now turn to the other main constituent of Figure 6.5: the transfer of data to and from
main memory.

6.3 Optimal Memory Access
The volume data is stored as 16 bit unsigned shorts, while the projection and weight image
data are stored as 32 bit unsigned integers, since they represent accumulations of many 16
bit voxel slices. The correction image is stored in 16 bit, since it is normalized to one volume slice prior to backprojection. Thus the precision of the reconstruction process is inherently 16 bit, hampered, however, by the limited 12 bit resolution of the framebuffer. We
will look into a virtual bit extension of the framebuffer later.
Consider Figure 6.9 where we illustrate the three different viewing directions (VDs) at
which the memory is accessed during the reconstruction.
VD II
45˚≤ϕ≤135˚

VD I
ϕ<45˚

ϕ

y

VD III
ϕ>135˚

z
x
FIGURE 6.9: Memory access order for different projection angles ϕ. There are three major
viewing directions (VDs). For VD I and VD III the volume data are accessed one z-slice at a
time, while for VD II, the volume data are accessed one y-slice at a time.

Usually, computers organize their memory in a hierarchy of several levels: a small primary
on-chip cache, a larger secondary on-chip cache, main memory, and some swap partition
on disk. Whenever a datum requested from the CPU is not found in one level, a cache or
memory fault is generated and the datum is fetched from the next lower memory level, and
so on. When the datum has reached the CPU, it is also stored in all memory levels that were
traversed on the quest. Usually, the data are fetched in blocks, following the law of localityof-reference which states that once a datum is requested it is likely that the neighboring
datum will be needed soon. Since memory access time is generally much larger than trans98

fer time, it is thus more efficient to transfer a whole block once the memory access is performed, than to access every datum anew. Therefore, once a block of data is loaded into
cache, no more faults are generated for any data in the block. Fetching data from the caches
is generally much faster than retrieving the data from main memory. In case of a secondarycache fault, the CPU will in many cases switch to another job until the data block is in,
while at a primary cache-fault the CPU will just introduce a few wait states. Hence, we want
to keep the number of secondary cache faults as low as possible. (For more details on memory hierarchies please refer to [58])
Our SGI Octane workstation with a Mips R10000 CPU has a secondary cache of 1MByte,
with 128-byte slots and 2-way set-associativity. The secondary cache has a peak transfer
rate of 3.2GByte/s to the CPU, which is magnitudes higher than the transfer rate from main
memory. Since each volume voxel occupies 2 bytes, we can store 64 voxels in each cache
slot.
We need to be intelligent about how we store the data in memory. The minimum number
of cache faults is N/64 (where N is the number of voxels). Consider Figure 6.10 where we
show the case in which the data are stored in x-y-z order, i.e., x runs fastest. If we access the
data from VD I or VD III in x-y order for each slice, we will encounter a cache fault every
64 voxels, the minimum cache-fault rate. However, if we access the data from VD II in zy order (or y-z order) for each subsequent x-slice, we will have a cache fault for every voxel.
This is 64 times more cache faults than for VD I and VD III, and will slow the reconstruction down considerably. Note also that these cache faults may occur not only for the loading
of the volume slices, but also for the storing of the corrected volume slices, if a write-back
cache-policy is used.
Memory

64 voxels
y

x
z

64 voxels

64 voxels

x

FIGURE 6.10: Voxels are stored in x-y-z order. No extra cache faults are generated for VD I
and VD III. For VD II, however, a cache fault is generated for every voxel.
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Consider now Figure 6.10 where we show a different, more favorable memory organization
in which the voxels are stored in y-x-z order. Let us look at VD I and VD III first. If we
access the data in y-x order for every z-slice, then we generate a cache fault every 64 voxels,
just like before. On the other hand, for VD II, if we access the data in y-z order for every xslice, then we will not have any extra cache faults either. Thus the y-x-z storage arrangement in conjunction with y-first memory traversal will yield the optimal cache behavior.
Memory

64 voxels
y

y
z

64 voxels

64 voxels

x

FIGURE 6.11: Voxels are stored in y-x-z order. No extra cache faults are generated for VD I,
VD II and VD III.

The following example may serve as a demonstration for the importance of optimizing
cache behavior. In our initial implementation, we used the most natural storage scheme, the
x-y-z order, with which a reconstruction could be performed in 15 minutes. After observing
the large number of cache faults (using SGI’s perfex utility), we switched to the y-x-z storage order and the y-first data traversal. Doing so enabled a reconstruction to be completed
in a mere 2 minutes — a speedup of 7.5.

6.4 Increasing the Resolution of the Framebuffer
We have mentioned before that all data are stored in 16 bit precision, although the framebuffer is only capable of generating the projection images in 12 bit resolution. Hence, 4 bits
of resolution are practically wasted — a lack of precision that could be crucial for recovering small detail in the reconstruction. In this section, we shall explore a scheme that conquers the remaining 4 bits of resolution from the framebuffer.
Recall Section 6.2.1 where we showed how the width of the framebuffer can be extended
to implement an accumulation buffer. A similar scheme can be used for enhancing the
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framebuffer’s precision. The two schemes can also be combined to yield a high precision
accumulation buffer.

6.4.1 Enhancing the framebuffer precision
Consider Figure 6.12 where these concepts are illustrated. The lower 12 bits of the volume
data (or correction image data) are written to the Red texture channel, while the upper 4 bits
of the data are written to the upper 4 bits of the Green texture channel. Rendering is performed as usual, and the Red and the Green framebuffer is read into two software buffers.
The 16 bit result is constructed by adding the two software buffers, with the data in the
Green buffer shifted to the left by 4 bits.

bit8-11

bit4-7

bit0-3

Red

texture
bit12-15

0000

0000

Green

texture

Graphics
Hardware
Red

framebuffer

+

Green
framebuffer
CPU
16 bit pixel
memory

FIGURE 6.12: Increasing the framebuffer resolution from 12 bit to 16 bit by adding up two
color channels, properly shifted.

Note that, similar to the accumulation buffer, the (virtual) 16 bit data in the Green channel
are not interpolated in 16 bits, but only in 12 bits. This will have effects similar to the ones
outlined in Section 6.4.1. Hence, the presented implementation is not a true 16 bit extension
to the framebuffer, it is only an approximation. However, it will still produce considerably
more precise results than the original 12 bit implementation.
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6.4.2 A high precision accumulation framebuffer
We can combine the concepts of Section 6.4.1 (high precision framebuffer) and Section
6.2.1 (accumulation framebuffer) to create a high precision accumulation framebuffer used
in the projection portion of TMA-ART. This is shown in Figure 6.13. The result is a 20 bit
sum that is an accumulation of up to 16 16-bit texture projections. This scheme is similar
to the one proposed by Shochet [57]. It reduces the number of framebuffer reads to 3/32 of
the non-accumulative high precision implementation. Note that both the words in the Green
and the Blue channel are not interpolated to the full extent (see our comments above).
bit4-7

bit0-3

Red

texture
bit8-11

0000
texture

bit12-15

0000

Green

Blue

texture
Graphics
Hardware

up to 16 projections
Red
framebuffer

+

Green
framebuffer

+

Blue
framebuffer
CPU
20 bit sum
memory

FIGURE 6.13: Accumulation framebuffer with 16 bit precision. The shaded areas denote the
bits used for accumulation.
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6.5 Results
Table 6.2 presents the time effort spent for each of the program portions (tasks) listed in the

task

compounded
time (sec)

percentage/total

read volume slices

4.6

10.9

load volume slices into texture memory

4.3

10.1

render volume slices

0.2

0.5

read framebuffer

5.6

13.3

accumulate projection image

4.7

11.1

compute projection image

0.3

0.7

load correction image into texture memory

0.04

0.1

render correction image onto volume slices

0.1

0.2

read framebuffer

6.3

15.0

compute volume update

12.0

28.4

store volume slices into memory

4.1

1.0

total time for 1 iteration

42.2

100.0

TABLE 6.2 Time performance (in seconds) of cone-beam TMA-ART for the different constituents (tasks) of the program flow chart given in Figure 6.5. Each number represents the wallclock time, compounded over one iteration (80 projections of 1272 pixels each, reconstructing
on a 1283 grid). The percentage of the computational effort of each task with respect to the
total time is also given. The timing were obtained on a SGI Octane with a R10000 CPU.

flow chart of Figure 6.5. The values shown represent the wall-clock time compounded over
one iteration of cone-beam TMA-ART, reconstructing from 80 projections on a 1283 grid.
The timings are given for the basic implementation using the y-x-z volume storage and the
y-first traversal scheme, but none of the other enhancements discussed. We notice that the
time spent on image projection is insignificant compared to the time required for loads and
stores, and the time spent on CPU tasks, such as for projection accumulation and the computation of the volume update.
Table 6.3 lists the runtime of TMA-ART when the enhancements described previously in
this chapter are added. We observe that by adding the virtual accumulation buffer to reduce
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the amount of expensive framebuffer reads in the projection phase of ART, we can reduce
the runtimes considerably. We can even compensate for the cost of the 16 bit extension of
the framebuffer.

accumulation
buffer

16 bit
framebuffer

time / iteration
(sec)

reconstruction
time (sec)

added cost
(%)

-

-

42.2

126.6

-

✓

-

33.18

99.54

-21

-

✓

62.0

186.0

+32

✓

✓

37.2

111.6

-12

TABLE 6.3 Runtimes per iteration for different enhancements of TMA-ART. Timings refer to
the conditions listed in the caption of Table 6.2. A reconstruction takes 3 iterations.

Let us now discuss TMA-ART in terms of reconstruction quality. Consider Figure 6.14
where several reconstructions of the 3D Shepp-Logan phantom are illustrated. On the left
we show three reconstructions obtained with the basic 12-bit framebuffer TMA-ART,
while on the right we show three reconstructions obtained with the enhanced 16-bit framebuffer TMA-ART. The contrast of the imaged phantom doubles in every row from top to
bottom (see Table 4.1 for the phantom definition). We observe that the basic TMA-ART
produces reconstructions with consistently higher noise levels than the 16 bit TMA-ART.
The difference is particularly striking in the first row for the original contrast. Here, the
three small tumors in the lower third of the slice are only discernible in the 16-bit TMAART reconstruction. However, the higher the contrast, the lesser the impact of the framebuffer precision. The reconstructions obtained at twice the contrast of the Shepp-Logan
phantom are already of acceptable quality.
It is now clear that with 16 bit framebuffer resolution the quality of the software implementation cannot be reached. However, it is hoped that the next generation of graphics workstations will add 4 extra bits to the framebuffer, which would then enable a virtual 20 bit
framebuffer extension. It is expected that this will bring the reconstruction quality closer to
the maximum.
Since I did not have a clinical cone-beam projection dataset available to me at the time of
submission of this dissertation, I could not assess the fitness of cone-beam TMA-ART for
real clinical applications. However, the fact that cone-beam TMA-ART reconstructs the 3D
Shepp-Logan phantom — a widely accepted benchmark — rather well, leaves no doubt
that the algorithm has great potential to succeed in the clinical world. The reconstruction
speed of less than two minutes for a complete reconstruction of a 1283 dataset is competitive, even in comparison with dedicated hardware boards.
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6.6 Future Work - Parallel Implementations
I shall close with another look at the flow chart of Figure 6.5. We realize that none of the
large blocks in this flow chart can be interleaved. Framebuffer reads and texture memory
writes involve the CPU, and the rendering time is minimal compared to all other costs.
However, one can easily parallelize the projection image accumulation in the projection
phase and the volume update computation in the backprojection phase. One could think of
a scheme in which one or more CPUs accumulate the projection image/do the volume
update computation (basically a multiplication, an addition, and two clamping operations
per voxel), while another CPU feeds and retrieves the graphics data. Then the graphicsrelated CPU operations (with only one graphics engine available) are parallel to the pure
CPU-related operation. Looking at the timings of Table 6.2, good balance may already be
achieved with two processors in the projection phase and three processors in the backprojection phase. We plan to investigate this concept further in the future.
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basic TMA-ART
with 12 bit framebuffer

enhanced TMA-ART with
16 bit framebuffer extension

original contrast

2×original contrast

4×original contrast

FIGURE 6.14: 3D Shepp-Logan brain phantom reconstructed with both basic TMA-ART and
precision-enhanced TMA-ART. Contrast was varied from the original contrast to 4 times the
original contrast. Notice that the precision-enhanced TMA-ART consistently reconstructs the
phantom with less noise artifacts than the basic TMA-ART. (1283 grid, 80 projection, cone
angle γ=40˚, and 3 iterations.)
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS
The contributions of this dissertation, along with their corresponding publications, are as
follows:
• Analysis of the accuracy and efficiency of various existing projection algorithms in the
context of cone-beam projection. ([37])
• Extension of a well known projection algorithm, i.e., splatting [66]-[68], from orthographic to perspective (cone-beam) projection. Although perspective splatting has
been proposed before (by the original author), the new extension is considerable more
accurate and also optimized for speed. ([37][39][41])
• Cost analysis of object-order (i.e., splatting) vs. image-order projection algorithms in
the context of perspective projection. This analysis revealed that image-driven algorithms are inherently better suited for fast perspective projection. Hence, a 3D extension of an existing 2D image-order projection algorithm [22] was proposed (and
termed ray-driven splatting) and optimized for speed. ([37][39][41])
• Application of the new perspective ray-driven splatter as the projection engine in iterative 3D cone-beam tomographic reconstruction with algebraic methods. While these
algebraic methods are well-known for their use in parallel-beam and 2D fan-beam
reconstruction, their extension for low-contrast, cone-beam reconstruction is new.
([37])
• Extension of the most common algebraic method, the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART), to properly handle the non-uniform grid sampling situation of perspective rays. The undersampling in some grid regions causes ART, in the present lineintegral configuration, to generate reconstructions with considerable aliasing artifacts.
Various new solutions to alleviate these problems were proposed: 1. Pixel supersampling; 2. Pyramidal rays in conjunction with summed-area tables; 3. Increasing the
size of the splatting kernels as a function of viewing depth. An analysis was given that
relates the three solutions in terms of their accuracy and efficiency. All methods fulfill
the goal of removing the aliasing artifacts, however, only (3) is efficient enough for
practical application. A frequency domain analysis reveals that (3) is similar to (2).
([38])
• Formal quantitative analysis of ART and other related algebraic schemes in the new
setting of low-contrast 3D reconstruction from cone-beam projection data. All implementations utilize the ray-driven splatter described above as the projection engine.
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Several parameters were investigated in their impact on reconstruction quality and
speed: 1. Algorithm used (ART vs. Simultaneous ART (SART)); 2. Line-integrals vs.
pyramid-integrals vs. variable-size splatting kernels; 3. Value and functional variation
of the relaxation coefficient λ; 4. Reconstruction grid initialization. The main results
indicate that ART requires variable-sized splats to produce artifact-free reconstructions. For cone-angles less than 40˚ one could achieve satisfactory results without variable-size kernels by tweaking the other parameters, however, for larger cone angles
variable-sized kernels are the only solution. ART is also faster, since it allows caching
of previously computed results. SART, on the other hand, produces good results without the need of variable-size splats and tedious parameter tweaking, but requires 20%
more computations since caching is more difficult. ([38])
• New, previously unpublished, caching schemes for ART and SART that re-utilize previously computed results. For ART, computation time can be cut into half relatively
easy, without incurring much memory overhead. SART, however, requires elaborate
caching schemes to keep memory requirements at a reasonable size. The savings
achieved with caching and the theoretical result of [19] bring equation (1.6) near a
ratio of 1.0, i.e., close the gap between ART’s computational expense and that of FBP,
at least theoretically. ([38])
• Development of a new projection access scheme, termed the Weighted Distance
Scheme (WDS), for algebraic methods, which optimizes the projection ordering in a
global sense. Quantitative comparison of WDS with all other existing projection
ordering schemes is conducted. Results indicate that reconstructions generated under
WDS have the least amount of noise-like artifacts and best detail fidelity. ([40])
• Accelerating ART-type methods with texture mapping hardware available on midrange graphics workstations or PC’s equipped with graphics boards. While Cabral et.
al. [6] have used this kind of hardware for cone-beam reconstruction in conjunction
with the non-iterative FBP algorithm, work that realizes algebraic methods on this
hardware has never been published. A first implementation achieves a speedup of 10
over the optimized software implementation of [39]. By optimizing cache access
behavior the speedup is improved to 75. New schemes for virtual framebuffer extensions to improve the accuracy of the projections were also described. Finally, a possible extension of the algorithm to graphics workstations with multiple processors was
given. In this setting, the loading of the graphics engine and the updating of the volume data structures are handled in parallel, which should result in a further significant
speedup. The texture-mapping hardware accelerated ART (TMA-ART) reconstructs a
1283 volume from 80 projections in less than 2 minutes, with only a little decline
reconstruction quality (due to the limited bit resolution of the framebuffer, which,
however, may improve over the years). Hence, using this widely available form of
hardware acceleration, ART is ready to be applied in real-life clinical settings, where
reconstruction results are needed right away. ([45])
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